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Abstract

This thesis focused on the Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) stability and global
climate responses of an altered AMOC in the late Neogene by performing computer simulations, using
both intermediate complexity climate models and state-of-the-art coupled climate models. Two time
slices were studied: 1) 38 ka BP (kilo years before present), during Heinrich event 4, and 2) around 45 million years ago, when the Panamanian Seaway finally gradually closed.
The AMOC is one of the most important climate systems modulating the world climate due to the
significant amount of oceanic transport of heat, carbon and nutrients. Understanding the AMOC
stability behaviour is essential to investigate climate in the past and present as well as possible
changes in the future. The circulation strength changes were suggested to have an association with
observed millennial abrupt climate oscillations during Marine Isotope Stage 3 (MIS3, 57-29 ka BP and
tropical Pacific thermocline variation during the Pliocene. A strong/weak circulation is related with a
mild interstadial/cold stadial climate. The large amount of freshwater flux at the ocean surface
provided by melted icebergs during warm interstadial in the North Atlantic has been argued to
potentially be able to induce this AMOC strength change, which possibly triggered an abrupt climate
oscillation process; many conceptual models have explained the occurrences of abrupt climate
changes based on multiple equilibria of the AMOC. More complex models, on the other hand,
produced different results in the AMOC stability property based on freshwater hosing experiments.
State-of-the-art models have higher possibilities to produce a monostable AMOC, whereas most intercomplexity models have resulted in an AMOC with multiple equilibria. One of the deficiencies of these
model studies has been that most of the simulations were run with the present day background
climate even though the AMOC might have had different stability properties during the glacial period
compared to the present day.
Therefore, this thesis firstly bridged the simulation gap of the AMOC performed by a state-of-the-art
coupled climate model with 38 ka BP glacial boundary conditions. The AMOC stability and how its
variation affected global climate were systematically studied in a set of freshwater forcing experiments.
It was demonstrated that the AMOC is in a monostable mode during cold stadials and external
freshwater forcing was essential to contain the AMOC 'off' mode. The 38 ka BP climate is unstable
against a small amount of freshwater flux (±0.02 Sverdrup). Threshold behaviour was observed in
both Greenland temperature and Northern Hemisphere ice cover with regard to the AMOC maximum
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in the simulations, which indicates a system transition between a mild interstadial state and a cold
stadial state. Experiment results suggested that the Greenland temperature was mainly controlled by
Northern Hemisphere sea ice, since the simulated Greenland temperature change magnitude was in
line with the observations, which was not shown in previous model studies using realistic freshwater
input. Strong feedback from the sea ice and surface wind played an important role in this climate shift
and a strong subsurface warming was also observed in the simulation, as indicated by proxy records.
These conclusions demonstrate the importance of the background climate in glacial climate
simulation, especially with regard to AMOC studies (Chapter 2). Moreover, the global imprint of the
AMOC change was also investigated in detail. Applying the Analysis of Variances (ANOVA) statistical
method, several locations with high sensitivity to the AMOC strength change were captured at the
surface, e.g. the Southern Indian Ocean and the North Atlantic. In these areas, a linear relationship
between the surface temperature or precipitation and the AMOC maximum was established, hence
these locations are ideal for AMOC reconstruction. Subsurface layers of the ocean showed different
sensitivities to freshwater forcing; the North Atlantic generally showed a high linear response from the
surface to the deep ocean, whereas linear regression was not visible in the northern and tropical
Pacific intermediate layers. More importantly, the changes in the AMOC strength between interstadial
and stadial/Heinrich stadial states were also quantified based on both climate models and proxy
records. It was estimated the AMOC experienced a deduction of 9.2 ±1.2 Sv of its circulation strength
from warm interstadials to cold stadials and this decrease in vigour was stronger from interstadial
states to Heinrich stadials, with a larger estimated uncertainty (Chapter 3).
Sediment records from the North Pacific show a shoaling of the thermocline, as well as AMOC
intensification as a response to the closure of the Panamanian gateway during the early Pliocene. In
order to study this process, a comparison of model results from 11 sensitivity tests performed by
seven different climate models with independent setups was undertaken. The results revealed that in
all models, the closure of the Panamanian Seaway could lead to an enhancement of the AMOC and
also causes a shoaling of the equatorial Pacific thermocline. The change in the thermocline depth in
the Equator is then preconditioned to the present Pacific cold tongue state. Wind stress feedback was
able to amplify this process. With the presence of dynamic atmosphere model, a linear relationship
between the AMOC change and the thermocline shoaling has been demonstrated (Chapter 4).
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Zusammenfassung

Schwerpunkt der vorliegenden Dissertation ist die Stabilität der atlantischen meridionalen
Umwälzzirkulation (AMOC) während des marinen Sauerstoffisotopenstadiums 3 (MIS3) und die
Reaktion des globalen Klimas auf eine Änderung der AMOC während des späten Neogens unter
Verwendung der numerischen Klimamodellierung, basierend auf Klimamodellen mittlerer (EMIC) und
hoher Komplexität. Es werden die Ergebnisse von zwei Zeitintervallen analysiert: 1) 38 ka BP
(Tausend Jahre vor heute), während des stärksten Heinrich-Ereignisses im MIS3 (Heinrich Ereignis 4)
und 2) 4-5 Ma (Millionen Jahre vor heute), während der Bildung des Isthmus von Panama.
Aufgrund des bedeutenden Wärme- und Stofftransports und die damit einhergehende Beeinflussung
auf das globale Klima ist die AMOC ein wichtiger Bestandteil des Klimasystems. Um die
Klimaveränderungen in der Vergangenheit, Gegenwart und in der Zukunft zu verstehen, ist es
notwendig die Stabilität der AMOC zu ermitteln. Es wird angenommen, dass Veränderungen in der
Stärke der AMOC mit den Ereignissen abrupter Klimawechsel während des MIS 3 (57-29 ka BP) und
mit der Änderung in der tropischen Thermokline des Pazifischen Ozeans im Pliozän einhergehen.
Eine starke Zirkulation steht im Zusammenhang mit einem milden Interstadial, während eine
schwache Zirkulation mit einem kalten Stadial in Verbindung gebracht wird. Ein großer Zufluss von
Süßwasser in Form von schmelzenden Eisbergen im nordatlantischen Ozean führte vermutlich zu
einer Veränderung in der Stärke der AMOC und löste somit wahrscheinlich einen abrupten
Klimawechsel aus. Einerseits zeigen vereinfachte Klimamodelle, dass das Auftreten dieser abrupten
Klimaschwankungen vermutlich auf die multiplen Gleichgewichtszustände der AMOC zurückgeführt
werden kann. Andererseits werden in Klimamodellen höherer Komplexität mithilfe von sogenannten
Süßwasser-Simulationen gegensätzliche Ergebnisse in Bezug auf die Stabilität der AMOC aufgezeigt.
Die komplexeren Klimamodelle hervorbringen eine monostabile AMOC, während die Modelle mittlerer
Komplexität eine multistabile AMOC aufweisen. Die größte Unzulänglichkeit dieser Simulationen ist
der Zustand, dass die meisten Experimente unter Berücksichtigung verschiedener AMOC Stabilitäten
im abweichenden Klima (z.B. größere Meereisbedeckung während eines kalten Klimas) mit dem
heutigen Hintergrundklima durchgeführt wurden.
Daher füllte diese Dissertation diese Lücke aufgrund der Durchführung von AMOC Simulationen
anhand von Klimamodellen mit den glazialen Randbedingungen vor 38 ka BP. Die AMOC Stabilität
und wie ihre Veränderung sich auf das globale Klima auswirkt, wurde systematisch anhand von
Süßwasser-Experimenten untersucht. Es zeigte sich, dass die AMOC sich in einem monostabilen
Zustand während eines kalten Stadials befindet und dass der externe Süßwasserzufluss essentiell
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war um die AMOC zu kontrollieren. Während des Klimas vor 38 ka BP war die AMOC besonders
instabil gegen kleine Süßwasserzuflüsse (± 0,02 Sv). Die Beobachtung eines Grenzwertverhaltens
sowohl in der Eisbedeckung auf der nördlichen Hemisphäre als auch in den Temperaturen in
Grönland in Bezug auf die AMOC-Maxima deutet einen Übergang des Klimasystems zwischen einem
milden Interstadial und einem kalten Stadial an. Ergebnisse verschiedener Experimente zeigten, dass
die Temperatur in Grönland hauptsächlich von der Meereisbedeckung der nördlichen Hemisphäre
gesteuert wird, denn die simulierte Größenordnung der Grönland-Wintertemperaturänderung ist im
Einklang mit Beobachtungen, was in früheren Modellstudien mit einem realistischen
Süßwassereintrag nicht gezeigt wurde. Die starke Rückkopplung des Meereises und der
Oberflächenwinde spielte eine wichtige Rolle während der Klimaveränderung und es zeigte sich eine
Erwärmung des tieferen Ozeans, die auch von Proxy-Daten angedeutet wird. Diese
Schlussfolgerungen demonstrieren die Bedeutung des Hintergrundklimas in eiszeitlichen
Klimasimulationen, insbesondere mit Hinblick auf Untersuchungen der Stabilität der atlantischen
meridionalen Umwälzzirkulation (Kapitel 2).
Darüber hinaus wurde auch der globale Einfluss der AMOC-Veränderungen in allen Einzelheiten
untersucht. Die Regionen mit einer hohen Empfindlichkeit gegenüber AMOC-Veränderungen wurden
durch die sogenannte Varianzanalyse (ANOVA) erfasst, z.B. die Labradorsee, der südindische Ozean.
In diesen Regionen konnte ein linearer Zusammenhang zwischen der Oberflächentemperatur bzw.
Niederschlagsmenge und der AMOC-Maxima hergestellt werden. Daher eignen sich insbesondere
diese Gebiete zur Untersuchung für die Rekonstruktion der AMOC. Tiefere Schichten des Ozeans
zeigten unterschiedliche Empfindlichkeiten gegenüber einem Süßwasserzufluss. Der Nordatlantik
zeigte eine generelle hohe Linearität von der Wasseroberfläche bis in den tiefen Ozean wobei diese
Linearität nicht in den mittleren Ozeanschichten des nördlichen und tropischen Pazifiks beobachtet
werden konnte. Noch wichtiger ist, wurden die Änderungen in der AMOC zwischen Interstadial und
Stadial / Heinrich Stadial Staaten auch basierend auf beiden Klimamodelle und Proxy-Datensätze
quantifiziert. Es wurde geschätzt, dass die AMOC einen Abschwächer (9.2 ± 1.2 Sv) von Interstadial
bis Stadial hat und diese Abnahme stärker von Interstadial bis Heinrich Stadial war (Kapitel 3).
Es gibt eine simulierte Verstärkung der AMOC aufgrund der Schließung des Panama-Seeweges
während des frühen Pliozäns hin. Um diesen Prozess näher zu untersuchen, wurden die
Modellergebnisse von sieben Klimamodellen mit unabhängigen Einstellungen verglichen. Die
Ergebnisse zeigten, dass die Bildung des Isthmus von Panama zu einer Verstärkung der AMOC und
einer weiteren Abflachung der Thermokline im äquatorialen pazifischen Ozean führte. Die
Veränderung in der Thermoklinentiefe war dann die Voraussetzung für die Bildung der heutigen
ostpazifischen Kältezunge. Dieser Prozess wurde verstärkt durch die Rückkopplung des
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Oberflächenwindes. Bei Abwesenheit eines dynamischen Atmosphärenmodells konnte ein linearer
Zusammenhang zwischen einer AMOC-Änderung und der Abflachung der Thermokline gezeigt
werden (Kapitel 4).
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Chapter 1

1. Introduction
Atlantic Meridional Overturning Circulation (AMOC) plays a major role in global climate manipulation
and it has experienced strength alterations that are linked to abrupt climate change during the last
glacial maximum. The following thesis is focused on analysing the AMOC stability and its climate
impact in a fully coupled state-of-the-art climate model, during 1) the Marine Isotope Stage 3 (MIS3)
induced by freshwater perturbation in the North Atlantic and 2) the early Pliocene (ca. 5 – 4 million
years ago) caused by the Panamanian Seaway closure.
1.1 Stability of the AMOC --- its behaviour
The AMOC is a closed ocean circulation cell spanning both hemispheres, generally consisting of four
phases: 1) deep water formation areas, where water becomes denser and sinks into the deep ocean,
2) deep currents transport denser water to low latitudes, 3) upwelling processes which bring deep
water to the surface, and finally 4) the surface current closes the loop by taking water back to high
latitude water sinking areas. There are two major deep water formation cells involved in the AMOC,
the North Atlantic Deep Water Formation (NADW) and the Antarctic Bottom Water (AABW). The
strength of the AMOC, usually defined by the maximum of the overturning stream function, is
estimated to be 15±2 Sv (1Sv = 106m3/s) (Ganaschaud and Wunsch 2000) at present and its strength
is suggested to be sensitive to the surface water budget (e.g. Stocker and Wright 1991).
Previous modelling studies, from very simple box models (e.g. Stommel 1961) to general ocean
circulation models (e.g. Bryan 1986; Marotzke and Willebrand 1991) and finally to coupled
atmosphere-ocean models (Manabe and Stouffer 1988) have shown that the AMOC is a highly nonlinearity system that shows hysteresis behaviour and might have multiple equilibrium states as a
response to external forcing (e.g. Broecker et al. 1985; Stocker and Wright 1991; Mikolajewicz and
Maier-Reimer 1994), for instance surface freshwater inflow in the North Atlantic. There is a threshold
point whereby if the freshwater inflow does not reach this point, the NADW will be active and in a
stable 'on' mode, whereas in the other case, if freshwater inflow passes the threshold, the NADW will
be greatly reduced, and therefore in a stable 'off' mode. This bistable regime is clearly reflected in the
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hysteresis graph (Fig.1, Stocker and Wright 1991). The star indicates the present day AMOC state.
The upper branch of the curve represents the 'on' mode with active NADW, which can become
unstable and switch abruptly to a 'off' mode when the net freshwater flux from the Atlantic to the
Pacific through the atmosphere is reduced to less that 0.3 Sv. The lower branch ('off' mode), with
active deep water formation only in the Southern Ocean, is also able to switch to the 'on' mode when
this freshwater flux exceeds 0.36 Sv. However, it should be noted that hysteresis behaviour should not
be interpreted as a sign of existence of bistable states in the AMOC; only an instant recovery of the
AMOC after the freshwater flux is terminated implies a monostable circulation. Climate models could
show a hysteresis response from the AMOC while it is actually in a monostable regime.

Figure. 1 Hysteresis Curve of the AMOC as a response to freshwater flux
In order to further understand the AMOC stability properties, several model inter-comparison studies
have been done, reaching different conclusions. Rahmstorf et al. (2005) compared model results from
eleven different atmosphere-ocean coupled climate models, including intermediate complexity models,
ocean models coupled with intermediate complexity atmosphere models, general ocean circulation
(GCM) models coupled with simplified atmospheric models and coarse-resolution ocean GCMs
coupled with simplified atmosphere models. All of these models have shown similar hysteresis
behaviour when freshwater perturbation is added at the North Atlantic and the AMOC was found to be
in a bistable mode in seven of the models, whereas in the other four models it is in a mono-stable
regime. Stouffer et al. (2006) extended the stability study of the AMOC by comparing model results in
a set of coupled climate models, including fully coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation models
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(AOGCMs), which were not included by Rahmstorf et al. (2005). They concluded that there was no
significant difference in the AMOC activity and climate changes as a response to freshwater flux
between Earth system Models of Intermediate Complexity (EMICs) and AOGCMs. Though the AMOC
response time varied in the different models, they all demonstrated a reduced AMOC and it recovered
instantly after the freshwater perturbation was eliminated, implying that the 'off' mode of the AMOC is
not stable and therefore the AMOC is in a monostable state. Most recently, half (15 out of 30) of the
models in the 5th phase of the Coupled Model Inter-comparison Project (CMIP5, Taylor et al. 2012) as
well as an inter-comparison project among EMICs showed that the AMOC was in a bistable or multiple
stable mode and it is unlikely the AMOC will experience abrupt changes due to global warming
(Weaver et al. 2012). However, Weaver et al. (2012) did not include the effects of external freshwater
forcing via ice sheet melting, which occurred during abrupt climate change during the last glacial and
is closely related to AMOC strength change (e.g. Bond et al. 1992; Hemming 2004). Instead, they
examined the AMOC response to different Representative Concentration Pathways.
These experiments were all concentrated on the present day AMOC and, though many models have
shown hysteresis response and multiple equilibria, large uncertainties still exist in these model studies.
As Ganopolski and Rahmstorf (2001) speculated, the AMOC might have different stability behaviours
during the cold glacial compared to the present day. In other words, the AMOC reacted differently to
freshwater flux during the last glacial. They concluded that the AMOC was more sensitive to
freshwater discharge in the North Atlantic during the last glacial than under present day conditions due
to the different configuration of the convection sites. In addition, Bitz et al. (2007) showed that the
AMOC recovery following a freshwater input was slower during the last glacial maximum than for
modern climates. Furthermore, current models have been argued to be too stable to simulate the
AMOC stability (e.g. Hofmann and Rahmstorf 2009; Drijfhout et al. 2011), resulting in a monostable
AMOC. Owing to these controversies, it is necessary to extend AMOC stability model study to include
the glacial background climate.
1.2 Stability of the AMOC --- its controlling mechanisms
In order to further investigate the AMOC stability properties, it is essential to understand the driving
process of the AMOC in the first place. There are two main candidates for the circulation driver; the
first one is the traditional thermohaline driven process and the other is wind-induced Ekman upwelling.
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The traditional thermohaline driven theory was firstly tested in a two box model (representing the pole
and the Equator) by Stommel (1961) who also speculated that the AMOC might have two stable
states. The solution of this box model showed that water flow in the system depends either on
temperature (thermo) or density (hacline) gradient. In the first stable mode, water flows from cold
boxes to warm boxes, indicating that temperature differences dominate density differences and deep
water formation occurs in polar areas. On the other hand, the other stable mode is density dominated,
water flows from warm vessels to cold vessels, featuring equatorial deep water formation. This theory,
however, was not further investigated until twenty years later; Rooth (1982) improved Stommel's
model by adding another polar box in the model and suggesting that an equatorial symmetric
circulation was not stable and would eventually develop into a single pole-to-pole cell with asymmetric
surface forcing. These box models were not tested in general circulation models until the work of
Bryan (1986). He confirmed in his experiments that, driven by symmetric forcing with symmetrical
geometry, it is still possible to have three equilibrium solutions with small asymmetric salinity
perturbations in either the northern polar box or the southern polar box. However, it should be
mentioned that when Stommel (1961) and Bryan (1986) conceptually analysed the stability of the
thermohaline circulation, it was still not understood that the original source of the North Atlantic Deep
Water formation is the Southern Ocean. It is Gorden (1986) who theoretically proposed that warm
thermocline layer water, which compensated the loss of surface water in the North Atlantic due to
deep water formation, was mainly formed in the Southern Ocean due to upwelling.
In order to sustain a stable circulation, an extra energy source is required to compensate for energy
loss in the friction process. However, solar forcing and geothermal heating are not able to provide
enough energy (Huang and Wang 2003; Huang 1999). In thermohaline driven theory, diapycnal
mixing (turbulent mixing across equal density surfaces) generated by surface wind stress, tides and
heat flux from the atmosphere and the ocean floor provides energy sources for the circulation. Internal
ocean waves are generated by both surface buoyancy fluxes due to surface heat flux and interaction
between tidal forces and the ocean floor. These internal waves then create turbulent mixing that raises
deep-water mass in the low latitudes to the surface. Afterwards, upper layer water is advected towards
the North Atlantic, where it again sinks into the deep ocean due to atmospheric cooling and vertical
mixing (Munk and Wunsch 1998). Interior heat flux is required in this diapycnal mixing process and
stronger vertical mixing could enhance the overturning rate and transportation of heat to the poles
(Bryan 1986).
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Motivated by this mechanism, freshwater flux by the AMOC into the South Atlantic (Fov) at around
35°S was suggested to be an indicator of AMOC stability in many of the model studies (e.g. de Vries
and We 2005; Huisman et al. 2010). If Fov > 0, the AMOC exports salt and the system is in a
monstable state, whereas if Fov < 0 the AMOC exports freshwater and it is in a multiple equilibrium
state. However, studies have also argued that Fov is not always a good indicator (Sijp et al. 2012).
Model bias could have a large impact on the AMOC sensitivity to freshwater flux (Jackson 2013) and
state-of-the-art GCMs have different Fov signs in present day simulations (Weaver et al. 2012); this
issue again demonstrates the importance of the mean climate state in the simulation. Liu et al. (2013)
proposed another stability indicator for the AMOC based on both Fov and the AMOC strength, since
paleo-observations have shown that the AMOC is never in a perfect equilibria (e.g. McManus et al.
2004) and it is a slowly evolving circulation. They suggested that the AMOC is in a monostable state at
both present day and the last glacial maximum by performing simulations in a state-of-the-art climate
model. In their simulations, strong hysteresis behaviour from the AMOC was presented in response to
freshwater forcing. A similar Bering Strait effect was also shown by Hu et al. (2012).
The thermohaline driven theory was challenged by the 'Drake Passage effect' (Toggweiler and
Samuels 1995; Kuhlbrodt et al. 2007), which argues that the magnitude of NADW outflow from the
Atlantic basic is dictated by the wind stress in the Drake Passage latitude band. In this case, surface
winds directly transfer large scale kinetic energy into the circulation. The surface wind stress induced
by Ekman divergence in the Drake Passage latitude band (app. 50°S) forces approximately 15 Sv
deep water to the surface and transports it north to low latitudes (Hellerman and Rosenstein 1983);
the only place in the Northern Hemisphere where this large amount of surface water can be returned
to the deep ocean is the North Atlantic, where the NADW is formed. Later, Toggweiler and Samuels
(1998) applied formal energy analysis to their general circulation models and showed that a winddriven overturning circulation linked with the Antarctic Circumpolar Current could exist without vertical
mixing and a lack of energy from the surface buoyancy forces. Thus, an AMOC controlled by 'Drake
Passage effect' is solely wind-controlled and independent of vertical mixing as well as upwelling to the
thermocline. Such results implied that stronger westerly circumpolar winds would result in more deep
water formation in the Northern Hemisphere. This wind-driven theory does not involve diapycnal
mixing but only isopycnal upwelling and was supported by both model study and observations. For
instance, upwelling in the Southern Ocean was shown in model simulations (e.g Döös and Coward
1997) and radiocarbon data (Toggweiler and Samuels 1993; Gnanadesikan and Toggweiler 1999),
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while an asymmetric distribution of Δ14C due to this hemisphere coupling was also proposed
(Toggweiler and Samuels 1993).
In reality, it is possible that both of these two mechanisms play a role in the AMOC driving process
(e.g. Sloyan and Rintoul 2001). If only considering the first possibility, a larger turbulent diffusion
coefficient is required in the ocean interior, and there is significant uncertainty about the estimated
value of available energy from turbulent mixing to keep an active circulation. On the other hand, in
extreme cases without turbulent mixing, water mass transport from the Southern Ocean to the North
Atlantic also largely depends on the Southern Ocean density structure and a large volume of water
mass from the Southern Ocean does not reach the North Atlantic. However, the most important aspect
of this thesis is to explore different AMOC sensitivities to surface forcing, which could be led by
distinctive driving mechanisms as discussed in the next chapter.

1.3

Stability of the AMOC --- its climate signal

1.3.1 Observations of abrupt climate changes
Ice-rafted detritus (IRD) data recorded several lithic fragment percentage peaks in the sediment cores
from the North Atlantic (e.g. Heinrich 1988; Labeyrie et al. 1999; Hemming and Hajdas 2003) during
the last glacial. Six anomalous peaks in these drops of IRD events were entitled Heinrich Events
(HEs) between 60 – 16 kyr. By locating the margin of Heinrich layers in the IRD belt based on these
records, Bond et al. (1992) suggested that HEs have a cycle of app. 7000 years. The other clear
evidence of abrupt changes was shown in the Greenland ice cores (e.g. Dansgaard et al. 1993;
Grootes et al. 1993) from Greenland Ice Sheet Projects 1 and 2 (GISP and GISP2). These so called
Dansgaard-Oeschger (D-O) events were suggested to have a cycle of app. 1500 years and they were
characterised by an abrupt 8-16°C warming (mild interstadials) within a decade followed by slower
cooling over centuries (North Greenland Ice Core Project Members 2004) back to a cold state (cold
stadials). Despite the fact that HEs and D-O events have different climate fingerprints and timescales,
they clearly cannot be separated from each other. One clear linkage reflected in proxy data is that HEs
always occur during the cold stadials of the D-O events and are followed by a particularly warm D-O
event (Bond et al. 1992).
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These abrupt climate oscillations were closely related to the AMOC strength and NADW reduction was
shown during the colder period in independent approaches. For instance, grainsize data from the
Northeast Atlantic showed a weaker deep flow during HE1 (McCave et al. 1995), which also indicated
surface cooling. Carbon isotopes from benthic foraminifera data in Keigwin and Lehman (1994) as well
as Elliot et al. (2002) presented the lowest NADW production rate during H1. Although 231Pa/230Th data
has a high uncertainty, it also indicated that NADW decreased during HEs (e.g. McManus et al. 2004;
Gherardi et al. 2005). Both horizontal heat/salt advective and vertical convective feedbacks were
involved in this AMOC strength variation (Rahmstorf and Willebrand 1995). An interruption of vertical
convection induced by surface freshwater reduces surface heat loss and accumulated freshwater at
the ocean surface; hence, the convection remains stopped and the AMOC possibly collapses. While
convective feedback occurs mostly at the high latitude of the North Atlantic, advective feedback has a
larger spatial scale. In these circumstances, a small amount of surface freshwater flux (e.g. increased
precipitation), can reduce the AMOC slightly and a weakened AMOC further favours this freshening
since precipitation always exceeds evaporation at the high latitude of the North Atlantic. The AMOC
will only decrease to zero when freshwater input exceeds the threshold in the system; otherwise, it will
remain active.
As the AMOC strength change greatly affects the heat transport between the two hemispheres, abrupt
oscillations signals are mostly visible in polar ice and North Atlantic records. The clearest records are
the previously mentioned GISP and GISP2 datasets. Other examples include: δ18O and the dramatic
drop in the abundance of planktonic foraminiferal species during the HEs inside the IRD zone,
indicating a decrease in both sea surface temperature and salinity (e.g. Maslin et al. 1995; Zahn et al.
1997) due to melted sea ice. The same conclusion has also drawn by de Vernal et al. (2000), who
further showed that the coldest period during the last glacial corresponded to HEs with extensive sea
ice at the North Atlantic. A strong resemblance between GISP2 data and the δ18O record from
Irminger Sea cores was shown by van Kreveld et al. (2000); this could also be interpreted as an
AMOC strength change.
The fingerprint of these abrupt changes is not constrained to Greenland and the North Atlantic but is
present worldwide. However, HEs signals only stand out in a few of these records, for instance in the
Northern Hemisphere, temperature records from pollen data at Lake Tulane (Grimm et al. 1993;
2006), C37 alkenone from the Alaboran Sea (Cacho et al. 1999), and median grain sizes from the
Chinese loess plateau (Porter and An 1995). There are also several tropical records showed HEs
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fingerprints, e.g. Ti–Ca and Fe–Ca ratios from a sediment core at the Brazil margin (Arz et al. 1998)
and organic carbon data from the Arabian Sea (Schulz et al. 1998).
D-O events signals are more widespread signals and have more correspondence than HEs. Derived
SST data from the Bermuda Rise record shows high correspondence with Greenland core records
(Sachs and Lehman 1999). The Greenland record was also suggested to have a link with deep North
Atlantic temperatures (Skinner and Elderfield 2007) and the Santa Barbara Basin (Hendy et al. 2002),
which is related to the last deglaciation. Peterson et al. (2000) showed drier conditions during the cold
stadials and they argued that ITCZ in the tropical Pacific moved southward and is related to an El-Nino
pattern of sea surface temperature change. Several records have connected Greenland temperature
with the Asian monsoon system; for instance, the Hulu Cave record (Wang et al. 2001) demonstrates
a positive relationship between summer/winter precipitation ratio and Greenland temperatures in
Eastern China. Arabian Sea sediment records (Schulz et al. 1998) show higher productivity due to
stronger upwelling and stronger monsoons during mild interstadials. The variation in the monsoon
system as a response to the AMOC strength change has also been investigated in other modelling
and proxy studies, showing that a reduction of the AMOC results in a weaker wind system (e.g.
Lachniet et al. 2013; Sun et al. 2011). Voelker (2002) provided an overview of 183 terrestrial, oceanic
and ice records with different resolutions spanning MIS3; most of these records are located in the
Northern Hemisphere and half of them show D-O type oscillations.
Although data from the Southern Hemisphere is quite sparse, it still shows a strong one-to-one
coupling between Antarctica warming and Greenland cooling (e.g. EPICA Community Members 2006;
Blunier and Brook 2001). Benthic δ18O from Greenland strongly resembled temperature records from
the Antarctica, which changed as a function of ice volume (Shackleton et al. 2000). This interhemisphere coupling is argued to be due to a weakened AMOC that transports less heat to the North.
This pattern is recognised as a bipolar seesaw (e.g. Stocker 1998; Broecker 1998), which has also
been observed in many modelling studies. It should also be mentioned that alongside surface
temperature the NADW and AABW also have a 'seesaw' effect (Seidov and Maslin 2001). A collapsed
NADW corresponds with a stronger AABW, leading to southward heat transpiration and vice versa.
1.3.2 Mechanisms of abrupt climate changes
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Many attempts have been made to explore the mechanisms of these abrupt changes. The first
process suggested to produce abrupt climate scenario is related to the AMOC strength change, e.g. a
weak/strong circulation is related to cold stadials/mild interstadials. However, there are different
hypothesis about how this change occurs.
Since observations have shown surface melting events at the North Atlantic occurred before abrupt
climate changes as previously stated, direct freshwater discharge from the Lawrence ice sheet is the
most commonly discussed trigger for the AMOC strength change; this might also be accompanied by
an AMOC mode exchange (e.g. Rahmstorf 1995; Alley et al. 1999). This external freshwater inflow
reduces surface water density, slows down the vertical branch of the AMOC and later the whole
circulation, decreases vertical and horizontal heat and water mass transport and eventually leads to
sea surface cooling in the North Atlantic and Greenland. In order to investigate this hypothesis,
numerous freshwater hosing experiments were done with different climate model classes and as
shown in Chapter 1 the results are largely model dependent. Many of these models have shown a
rapid change of the AMOC as response to freshwater perturbation (e.g. Stouffer et al. 2006; Rind et al.
2001a). However, whether the AMOC wound recovers after the freshwater forcing is terminated
remains in doubt due to the fact that individual models have distinctive AMOC stability properties.
Greenhouse Gas concentration alone could also lead to AMOC strength change; Gregory et al. (2005)
compared AMOC responses to climate change caused by increasing atmospheric CO2 concentration
from 11 different climate models. All the models in the project, including both AOGCMs and EMICs,
showed a weakened (but not collapsed) AMOC as a response to surface heat flux change caused by
atmospheric CO2 concentration increase other than surface water flux and there was evidence of no
significant surface cooling.
As Wunsch (2006) argued, the AMOC change alone cannot explain these abrupt climate oscillations.
The second potential mechanism of the abrupt climate swings is Northern Hemisphere sea ice. Gildor
and Tziperman (2003) argued that abrupt climate changes could occur even without AMOC variations;
it is the sea ice cover change which induces strong albedo feedback and affects evaporation, and
storm tracking in the North Atlantic results in abrupt climate oscillations. Kaspi et al. (2004) later used
a box model to explain that sea ice in the North Atlantic has three distinctive states during the HEs
cycle. Initiated as a moderate cold state, ice sheets kept growing gradually. When a temperature
threshold was reached, the ice sheets started melting and discharged freshwater into the North
Atlantic, which weakened the AMOC. A decreased AMOC drew less heat to the North Atlantic and the
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sea ice grew to its maximum extension due to higher albedo and less heat exchange between the
atmosphere and the ocean. However, there is another internal limit in the ice system that ended the
melting process. When the melting stopped, higher sea surface salinity resulted in stronger vertical
mixing, which caused a subsurface warming. This subsurface warming again lead to ice sheet
collapses and thus another new cycle began. Based on this theory, the observed abrupt warming at
Greenland was explained by retreating sea ice in the North Atlantic and the length of the mild
interstadial was determined by the duration of the sea ice reforming process (Li et al. 2005; Peterson
et al. 2013).
This process could be primarily a winter behaviour (Li et al. 2010). The subsurface warming was not
necessarily related to a strong reduction of the AMOC (Brady and Otto-Bliesner 2011; Mahajan et al.
2011) and it is not only visible in climate models but also in marine isotope records; for example,
Rasmussen et al. (1996); Rasmussen and Thomsen (2004) showed depletions of Δ18O during the cold
stadials, implying a higher intermediate water mass temperature. However, some other studies have
argued that this isotope signal was due to brine rejection before the occurrence of the HEs (e.g.
Dokken and Jansen 1999; Labeyrie et al. 2005). Recently, Marcott et al. (2011) showed agreement of
subsurface warming between state-of-the-art climate model results and proxy signal from intermediate
depth and the bottom of the North Atlantic, which again supported this ice threshold theory.
Seager and Battisti (2007) provided another alternative theory to explain the AMOC weakening based
on tropical high latitude teleconnections through the atmosphere circulation in the Atlantic, since
climate models showed strong tropical responses to AMOC strength change (Zhang and Delworth
2005; Vellinga and Wood 2002; Wang et al. 2004). They proposed a positive feedback process as
follows: tropical Atlantic ITCZ moves southward during the cold stadials due to heat flux change as the
AMOC weakens; a relatively northern jet in the Atlantic storm track turns eastward, moving from
southern North America to the Mediterranean. This more zonal surface wind field is able to produce
surface cooling in the North Atlantic since less warm and salty water is transposed to the high ocean
latitudes. In the mean time, heat flux in the atmosphere was also reduced. As a result, the sea ice
expands and the NADW shifts southward or even shuts down. Meanwhile, in addition to the Atlantic
thermocline, the Pacific thermocline is affected by this change in mid latitude storm track (Hazeleger et
al. 2004) and the reduction of the AMOC. It has been suggest that the tropical Pacific thermocline is
shallower and the El Niño-like condition is terminated as a response to the AMOC strengthening
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(Timmermann et al. 2005). The linkage between Pacific thermocline and the AMOC strength is
discussed in detail in 1.4.
Although Muscheler and Beer (2006) did not find convincing evidence of solar influence on D-O
events, recently it has been suggested that solar activities are also able to trigger D-O events. A small
change of irradiance, which was not detectable in proxy records, was able to affect sea ice cover and
further resulted in abrupt changes (van de Berg et al. 2011; Wollez et al. 2012). Using a highly
simplified model, Braun et al. (2008) not only suggested a threshold crossing process in D-O events,
but also that Greenland temperature was in phase with solar activity.
1.3.3 Model uncertainties in the AMOC simulation
Though climate models are broadly used to study the AMOC and abrupt climate change related
issues, limitations do exist. For instance, the simulated cooling in Greenland and Europe is less
significant than in actual observations (Huber et al. 2006; Denton et al. 2005), even with a larger
amount of freshwater inflow than the estimated value (e.g. Zhang and Delworth 2005; Stouffer et al.
2006). In addition, though many climate models have indeed shown a southward shift of the ITCZ, the
AMOC variation cannot fully explain the reduction in monsoon strength (e.g. Marzin et al. 2013).
Many possibilities can lead to these deficiencies in model simulations. One important speculation is
the background climate (e.g. ice sheets, greenhouse gas concentrations, bathymetry etc.) applied in
the model. The AMOC itself might have different stability properties during the cold stadials compared
to mild interstadials, or its sensitivity to freshwater perturbation may be background climate dependent
(e.g. Ganopolski and Rahmstorf 2001; Schmittner and Clement 2002; Prange et al. 2002; Knorr and
Lohmann 2007). Most recently, Gong et al. (2013) performed hosing experiments using a fully coupled
ocean-atmosphere-sea ice-land model to investigate the dependence of abrupt AMOC change on the
background climate. They showed that there was no overshoot of the AMOC after freshwater injection
and ocean intermediate warming in 32 ka BP experiments in the preindustrial case. A closed Bering
Strait could also lead to a slower AMOC recovery and a merged hysteresis curve since it inhibits
throughflow between the Pacific and the Arctic (Hu et al. 2010).
Freshwater injection properties could also affect model behaviour, e.g. the amount of freshwater input,
its duration in model simulation and its location. Based on observations, the average surface water
discharge rate stayed at around 0.1 Sv, assuming melting event lasting 500 years as the amount of
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this freshwater could depend on the duration of the melting (Hemming 2004). However, such an
amount of freshwater flux in the model induced weaker climate responses than the observations. A
larger freshwater flux was required to shut down the AMOC in some of the climate models (e.g.
Stouffer et al. 2006), which implies that the models were too stable to simulate abrupt climate changes
(e.g. Valdes 2011). Otto-Bliesner and Brady (2010) studied this freshwater injection magnitude and
location issue in a Last Glacial Maximum environment. They found that freshwater injection in the
Labrador Sea could directly affect ocean convection, while injection in the Gulf of Mexico affected
water transportation to the convection sites more significantly. They also showed that different AMOC
recovery characteristics and threshold freshwater hosing rates affected the subtropics and the tropics.
Furthermore, Kleinen et al. (2009) showed that although the AMOC weakened in all their experiments,
different locations of freshwater injection could still alter water transportation from Greenland to the
Norwegian Sea.
Model dynamical parameterisation also potentially has an influence on AMOC stability behaviour. As
demonstrated earlier by Bryan (1986), the overturning strength was suggested to be very sensitive to
vertical mixing. It has further been shown that the AMOC multiple equilibria depends on mixing
parameterisation (Knutti et al. 2000), and vertical diffusion could determine the stability of an 'off'
NADW (Manabe and Stouffer 1999). If vertical diffusivity crosses a threshold, the bistability behaviour
will disappear. Later model studies showed contradicting results with regards to diffusivity; simulations
from a simple coupled model in Schmitter and Weaver (2001) showed that the diffusivity change
would only cause a shift in the hysteresis curve; the intensity of hysteresis was not affected. This
hypothesis is challenged by results in Prange et al. (2003) from a Hamburg large-scale geostrophic
ocean model. They found that large diffusivity would always result in significant hysteresis behaviour.
However, if the diffusivity decreases to a very small value, two branches of the hysteresis curve will
merge with each other and the AMOC is in a monostable state. The advection schemes in the model
could also affect the stability property of the AMOC. Nof et al. (2007) investigated how model
diffusivities affect the AMOC multiple equilibria by using both a wind controlled box model and the
ocean component from Uvic-ESCM, concluding that multiple equilibria was artificially introduced in the
model because 1) unrealistic strong upwelling and horizontal cross-isopycnal flows were produced in
the Atlantic due to high cross-isopycnal diffusivity, and 2) the origin of the returning flow to the North
Atlantic from the Southern Ocean was ignored in earlier model studies.
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1.4 AMOC reconstruction
Despite the fact that the AMOC is a crucial component in the climate system, it is not easy to measure
its present day strength and is even more difficult to estimate how active the circulation was during the
last glacial.
For the present situation, the mean AMOC is estimated to be about 19 Sv based on observations at
Northern hemisphere mid latitudes (e.g. Cunningham et al. 2007; Kanzow et al. 2010). As for the
glacial condition, the most commonly used proxy record to reconstruct the circulation strength is
231

Pa/230Th ratio (Yu et al. 1996). Since 231Pa has a longer residence time than

230

Th in the North

Atlantic water column, a higher ratio would suggest a more active circulation and a lower ratio
corresponds to a more inactive AMOC. There are also other proxies used for the glacial AMOC
reconstruction, such as
13

143

Nd/144Nd (Piotrowski et al. 2005), 18O/16O (Lynch-Stieglit et al. 2006),

C/12C (Curry and Oppo 2005). However, results from these studies were controversial; both a weak

and a stronger AMOC during the last glacial maximum compared to present day were suggested since
sediment records are very sparse and have particularly high uncertainties. There has also been
debate about the AMOC strength deduction during the Heinrich events. It is commonly argued that the
circulation was reduced during these freshwater discharge events, however recent studies have
proposed that some of the Heinrich events showed little change in the ventilation strength since it is
already weakened before the onset of these cold events (Lynch-Stieglitz et al. 2014).
Climate model were surely used to aid reconstruction work too; as stated in the previous section,
AMOC strength is closely coupled with abrupt climate changes during MIS3, hence one way to
investigate the AMOC variations is to conduct freshwater forcing sensitivity tests. Such tests could
provide global climate responses to the AMOC change and thus suggest preferable locations for
AMOC reconstruction (e.g. Heslop and Paul 2011) and compare the existing proxy records with model
results. However most model simulations have focused on the last glacial maximum and also have
deficiencies due to their present day boundary conditions and low complexity. In this sense, it is ideal
to combine both model experiments and proxy records to estimate AMOC variations; MIS3 is a
favourable period since pronounced and regular abrupt climate changes were observed. Most
recently, Ritz et al. (2013) estimated approximately 12 Sv in AMOC deduction from the interstadial to
the stadial state by combining model results and sediment records. They also concluded that the
North Atlantic surface temperatures are highly sensitive to AMOC change, implying that this location is
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suitable for AMOC reconstruction. However, their uncertainty regarding the AMOC variation was quite
high. Inspired by this work, the AMOC deduction between interstadial and stadial states was also
estimated in this thesis based on model results and high-resolution records during MIS3.
1.5 Closure of the Panamanian Seaway during early Pliocene and its climate impacts
The final closure of Panamanian Seaway during the early pliocene (about 4-5 million years ago; e.g.
Keigwin 1982; Bartoli et al. 2005) was accompanied with significant climate change, since it altered
the ocean circulation pattern (e.g. Haug and Tiedemann 1998; Lear et al. 2003) and reduced water
transport from the Pacific to the Atlantic. Observations show that during this period, global temperature
was about 3°C warmer and average sea level was ~25m higher than the present day. The Northern
Hemisphere Greenland ice sheet was also absent due to the higher global temperature (e.g. Dowsett
et al. 1999; Ravelo et al. 2004; Mudelsee and Raymo 2005).
Arguments exist about NADW production rate as response to the seaway closure based on sediment
observations, e.g. Wright et al. (1992) and Delaney (1990) demonstrated that NADW was significant
when the seaway was open, while Billups et al. (1999) and Haug and Tiedemann (1998) showed a
stronger NADW after the seaway was closed. Molnar (2008) speculated this controversy might due to
deep water formation site shifts. Contradictions were also observed in climate model simulations. Most
model studies showed an enhanced AMOC when the seaway was closed due to the lack of freshwater
transport to the Atlantic from the Pacific (e.g. Prange and Schulz 2004; Klocker et al. 2005; Schneider
and Schmittner 2006; Lunt et al. 2008). However, Mikolajewicz and Crowley (1997) did find a weaker
AMOC with an open seaway.
In the low latitudes, the eastern equatorial Pacific cold tongue was also absent and the thermocline
was deeper than the present day in this region (e.g. Fedorov et al. 2006; Lawrence et al. 2006). By
analyzing Mg/Ca temperatures from deep-dwelling planktonic foraminifers, Steph et al. (2010)
reconstructed the Pliocene evolution of the thermocline in the eastern equatorial Pacific. They
confirmed that shoaling of the thermocline between 4.8 and 4 million years ago occurred
synchronously with the progressive closure of the Panamanian seaway, as well as an increase in the
AMOC. They also performed model simulations and further suggested the following mechanisms
regarding how the closure of the seaway affected the global climate and the modern equatorial Pacific
cold tongue was formed: when the seaway gradually closed, shallow layer water mass transportation
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from the Pacific to the Atlantic was greatly reduced; the AMOC was then intensified due to higher
vertical temperatures and salinity gradient, and strengthened western boundary currents were present
as well. Stronger NADW formation lead to an increase in the volume of the cold water sphere and
further caused a shoaling of global thermocline (e.g. Huang et al. 2000; Timmermann et al. 2005). At
the eastern equatorial Pacific region, shallowed thermocline eventually led to the formation of the
present day Pacific cold tongue.
Surface wind system feedback was also involved in this thermocline shoaling process. Sediment
records suggest that the seaway closure resulted in an intensification of upwelling in Southwest Africa.
This increased upwelling at eastern boundaries promoted atmosphere CO2 sinking, and as a result the
polar-equator temperature gradient increased and Northern Hemisphere glaciation intensified.
Meanwhile, cooling temperatures at coastal areas decreased precipitation, favoured nutrition supply to
the ocean and resulted in stronger ocean carbon pumping (e.g. Marlow et al. 2000; Steph et al. 2010).
Such footprints were shown in climate models as well. Prange and Schulz (2005) performed model
experiments showing that compared to the present day, with an open Panamanian Seaway, the
AMOC was weaker and surface wind between the North and South Atlantic showed a seesaw pattern
– more upwelling was shown in the Northern Hemisphere and less upwelling was shown in the South.
Temperatures in the North Atlantic decreased and the Northern Hemisphere subtropical high was
weakened due to the reversed meridional heat transportation between the South and North Atlantic.
This decreased AMOC induced upwelling seesaw effect was also observed during the HEs, for
example Little et al. (1997) showed reduced upwelling at Benguela-Namibia during Heinrich events
and Zhao et al. (2000) showed enhanced upwelling at Cap Blanc, which is located in the North
Atlantic.
1.6 Objective of this thesis
The AMOC stability behaviour and its strength change are closely related to abrupt climate oscillations
in the past and might have significant climate influences to global climate in the future but such
mechanisms are still poorly understood based on both climate records and climate models. Hence, it
is necessary to simulate such climate events in more complex climate models.
As it is stated in 1.1 and 1.2, MIS3 is particularly preferable time period to study the AMOC stability
and abrupt climate changes. So far, there is no state-of-the-art climate model simulations of HE4
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applying 38 ka BP background climate. As a result, the highlight of this thesis is to explore the
following scientific questions by systematically analysing the AMOC stability and its climate impact
under MIS3 conditions using a fully coupled state-of-the-art general circulation model. The subsequent
scientific questions were stressed in chapters 2 and 3:
1) Is the AMOC in a multiple equilibrium state or a monostable state if we apply glacial
boundary conditions in a state-of-the-art coupled model through freshwater hosing/extraction
experiments?
2) How does global climate system response to North Atlantic freshwater perturbation in such
model setups? Is glacial background climate able to improve the model results compare to
observations?
3) By applying statistical test, is it possible to locate areas, which are sensitive or even have
linear temperature responses to the AMOC strength variation, since such information is helpful
for the AMOC reconstruction? Are these statistical results consistent with observations?
4) Is it possible to estimate the AMOC strength variations between cold stadial and warm
interstadial based on the simulations? Was the AMOC greatly deducted during the Heinrich
statial compare to interstadial?
Since Panamanian Seaway closure greatly affected the AMOC strength and the global climate,
chapter 4 focused on this geological change and its climate impact by comparing different model
results. The following scientific questions are intend to be answered:
5) How does the AMOC response to closure of the Panamanian Seaway?
6) Does the Pacific thermocline show shoaling or deepening as response to the Seaway
closure? Is this shoaling/deepening model dependent?
7) How was the wind system involved to this process, especially at upwelling areas?
1.7 Models and experiment setups
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1.7.1 CCSM3
In order to explore questions above, the Community Climate System Model Version 3 (CCSM3)
performed most of the simulations in this thesis.
CCSM3 (Collins et al. 2006) is a state-of-the-art coupled climate model developed at National Center
for Atmospheric Research (NCAR). It consists of four components, Community Atmosphere Model
(CAM), Community Land Model (CLM), Parallel Ocean Program (POP) and Community Sea Ice Model
(CSIM). These four components communicate with each other through a central coupler. The model
has been previously used for both present day simulation and glacial climate modelling (e.g. Merkel et
al. 2010; Otto-Bliesner and Brandy 2006).
CCSM3 has several different resolution versions. The version used in this thesis is the lower
resolution version as follows: POP and CSIM: gx3x5 in horizontal (100 longitudinal grid points and
116 latitudinal grid points) with 25 vertical levels. The depth of the layer varies from 8 meters at the
surface to 500 meters in the deep ocean. The longitude resolution keeps at constant with 3.6° and the
latitude resolution varies from 0.9° at the equator to 1.5° towards the pole. The North Pole in POP and
CSIM is placed over Greenland to avoid time-step constraints due to grid convergence; CAM: T31
version with 26 vertical levels, which follow the sigma coordinates and 3.75° resolution in both
latitudinal and longitudinal direction (96x48 grid points); CLM: same horizontal resolution as CAM with
10 soil layers.
Model biases do exist in CCSM3 if one compare model results to modern observations. These biases
are attributable to either single model component or coupling processes between different
components. These systematic biases are generated due to integration imbalance and can be quite
significant with long model integration (Large and Danabasoglu 2006)
In the polar area, CCSM3 produced a stronger Antarctic Circumpolar Current due to stronger
eastward extropical wind stress. At the Arctic Ocean, the model underestimates downward shortwave
radiation but overestimates 2 meter temperature during boreal winter (Collins et al. 2006). In the
tropical area, due to lack of rainfall, higher Sea Surface Salinity (SSS) than observed in tropical
Eastern Pacific was shown, whereas in central Southern Pacific showed lower SSS as response to
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excessive rainfall was presented. This abundant precipitation produced a positive bias zone at
southern equatorial Pacific, which usually refereed as double ITCZ figure and commonly observed in
many other climate models (Lin 2007). Accompanied with double ITCZ pattern, stronger trade winds,
more latent heat flux and less shortwave heat flux were observed. Recently, it is suggested that this
bias could be related to cloud feedback in the Southern Ocean and Southern Hemisphere atmosphere
energy flux (Hwang and Frierson 2012). It could be avoided by applying new convection scheme,
which affects SST related energy feedback and produces less precipitation in the tropics (Zhang and
Song 2010).
An artificial semiannual cycle of the SST and underestimates SST variability at Nino 3.4 region (5°S5°N, 120°W-170°W) in the tropical Pacific (Large and Danabasoglu 2006). Chang et al. (2007) studied
CCSM3 bias focusing on the tropical Atlantic. They showed that there is a cold/warm annual SST bias
in the tropical Northern/Southern Atlantic. This SST bias results in a southward shift of the trade wind
as well as the ITCZ. Meanwhile, positive sea level pressure was related to Amazonian draught and
intensified the westerlies, which lead to a deeper thermocline in eastern Atlantic than the observations
though the year. At the eastern boundaries, large positive SST bias was observed, especially at
southwest Africa as a result of both ocean upwelling and coastal topography. In western boundaries,
strong SST and SSS biases associated with stronger western boundary currents were also shown
(Large and Danabasoglu 2006). Model resolution does not have great effect to these model biases
and these deficiencies could be found in many other general circulation climate models as well (e.g.
Guilyardi et al. 2009).
In this thesis, along with one MIS3 control run, twelve freshwater sensitivity experiments addressing
the abrupt climate changes were performed using CCSM3 (Chapter 2 and 3) and two more
experiments concentrating on the effects of Panamanian Seaway closure were performed (Chapter 4).
The detailed model setups were provided in each chapter.
1.7.2 Other models
In order to investigate the climate effects of Panamanian Seaway closure, simulations performed by
six other climate models were included in this thesis. A brief description of these models is provided
below.
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1.7.2.1 CCSM2
Community Climate System Model Version 2 (CCSM2, Kiehl and Gent 2004; Prange 2008) is the
previous version of CCSM3. The model also includes the same four components running in parallel,
atmosphere, land, ocean and sea ice. The same resolution version of each component as CCSM3
was used to simulate a(n) closed/open Panamanian Seaway.
1.7.2.2 UVic model
The University of Victoria Earth System Climate Model (UVic) is an intermediate complexity coupled
climate-marine ecosystem model, which contains an ocean general circulation model, a single layer
vertical integrated energy-moisture balanced atmosphere model and a thermodynamic sea ice model.
The ocean component has 19 vertical layers of 50-500 meters thickness and the horizontal resolution
of all the components is the same, which is 1.8°×3.6° (lat × lon). The ocean model is based on MOM-2
(Pacanowski 1990) and no flux correction is applied. Further model descriptions can be found at
Weaver et al. (2001).
1.7.2.3 LSG model
The Large Scale Geostrophic ocean circulation model (LSG) has 22 vertical layers with horizontal
resolution of 3.5° on E grid type (Mesinger and Arakawa 1976). The ocean model integrates the
momentum equations (excludes nonlinear advection) using an implicit scheme. For ocean
temperature and salinity calcaulation, a new tracer advection scheme adopted from Farrow and
Stevens (1995) was implemented. The ocean model is less diffusive and dispersive than the standard
version of LSG by introducing such scheme.
1.7.2.4 MIT model
The Massachusetts Institute of Technology Ocean General Circulation Model (MIT) was built on the
incompressible Navier Stokes equations (Marschall et al. 1997). The model put more focus on
studying the ocean circulation at vertical direction other than at horizontal direction. The simulation
case performed for this thesis (Nisancioglu et al. 2003) has a horizontal resolution of constant at about
2.8 °x2.8°. There are 15 levels in the vertical, with the thickness increasing from 50 m at the ocean
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surface to 690 m at the bottom (around 5000 m deep). The detailed model description can be found at
Marschall et al. (1997).
1.7.2.5 HadCM3 model
The Hardly Centre coupled model (HadCM3) is one of the major models that used for the IPCC forth
report. An atmosphere component, an ocean component and a sea ice model with different horizontal
resolutions are couple in the model. There are 19 vertical levels in the atmosphere component,
following hybrid vertical coordinate and the horizontal resolution is about 2.5°x3.75° on latitude and
longitude grids, which produces a global grid of 96 x 73 grid cells. Several new schemes were applied
in the atmosphere model compare to the previous version, including a new radiation scheme, a new
land surface scheme and a new gravity wave drag scheme (Edwards and Slingo 1996; Cox et al.
1999). The time step of the atmosphere model is 30 min. The ocean component has 20 vertical layer
and horizontal resolution is 1.25°x1.25° (Gordan et al. 2000). These two components are coupled
once a day in the model. The sea ice model is Genie land ice model with multipy-enabled regions
(GLIMMER). It uses a simple thermodynamic scheme and the core of the model is based on the ice
sheet model described by Payne (1999).
1.7.2.6 ECBILT-CLIO
ECBILB is a three-layer global quasi-geostrophic atmosphere model, which has T21 horizontal
resolution (5.6° × 5.6°) (Opsteegh et al. 1998). The atmosphere boundary layer is not resolved in the
model. Thus prescribed boundary layer conditions are necessary to calculate the heat, momentum
and moisture flux between the atmosphere component and the ocean component. There are four
types of land type to determine the surface albedo, land, snow, ocean and sea-ice. CLIO represents
the ocean/sea-ice model. It has a higher horizontal resolution than ECBILB, which is about 3° and 20
uniformed depth vertical layers until 4000m in the ocean. It is discretized on B grid and the
atmosphere forcing is only added to the first two layers of the model. There are also no heat and salt
fluxes at the boundary and the bottom topography is absent. The sea ice model, which defined at the
scalar points of the ocean model, would form sea ice in the ocean if the ocean temperature drops
below 2° in the coupled thermodynamic sea ice model. The thickness of the sea ice is computed
based on the thermodynamic balance between the top and the bottom of the ice.
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1.8 Outline of the Chapters
Chapter 2
Instability of the Atlantic overturning circulation during Marine Isotope Stage 3
1

1

1

1

[Xiao Zhang , Matthias Prange , Ute Merkel , Michael Schulz ]

(Published at Geophysical Research Letters)
(Object 1 and 2)
Pronounced millennial-scale climate variability was observed during MIS3. The most regular
occurrence of these climate oscillations events was refereed as D-O events, featuring transitions
between cold stadias and mild interstadials in the Greenland ice core. The origin of these events is still
unknown but the strength change of the AMOC is suggested to be closely associated with their
occurrence. E.g. the AMOC strength variation resulted in a switch of different AMOC modes and
further triggered the abrupt climate events. One possible process leads to the AMOC strength change
is freshwater injection observed during the other type of abrupt climate change – Heinrich Events at
the North Atlantic. In order to understand the AMOC stability and its relation to abrupt climate
changes, a lot of efforts have been put on modelling studies among different model classes. The
results are quite controversial and so far in the AMOC stability study, there is no attempt applied 38 ka
BP boundary conditions, during when the biggest Heinrich Event, H4 occurred. Hence, this chapter
focus on systematic stability analysis of the AMOC and its associated global climate effects using a
comprehensive state-of-the-art coupled atmosphere-ocean general circulation model forced with MIS3
boundary conditions. Twelve freshwater sensitivity tests with different amount of freshwater
perturbation were performed to investigate the AMOC stability behaviour and its association with
abrupt climate mechanisms.
Chapter 3
Spatial fingerprint and magnitude of changes in the Atlantic overturning circulation during
Marine Isotope Stage 3
1

1

1

1

[Xiao Zhang , Matthias Prange , Ute Merkel , Michael Schulz ]
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(Will submitted to Geophysical Research Letters)
(Object 2, 3 and 4)
This chapter firstly highlighted a general picture of how global ocean responded to the AMOC strength
change. Secondly, since previous study showed there is a possible linear relationship between ocean
temperature and the AMOC changes, ANOVA statistical test was applied to all ocean model grids to
locate areas, which are sensitive or even have a linear relationship of ocean temperature to the AMOC
strength. Such approach is able to aid the AMOC reconstruction since locations did not show strong
linear relationship could be avoided. Lastly, by combining proxy data and model simulation, the AMOC
strength variation between warm interstadial and cold stadial state was estimated.

Chapter 4
Changes in equatorial Pacific thermocline depth in response to Panamanian Seaway closure:
Insights from a multi-model study
a,

a,b

b

a

c

d

[Xiao Zhang ⁎, Matthias Prange , Silke Steph , Martin Butzin , Uta Krebs , Daniel J. Lunt , Kerim H.
e

f

g

c

a,b

Nisancioglu , Wonsun Park , Andreas Schmittner , Birgit Schneider , Michael Schulz ]

(Published at Earth and Planetary Science Letters)
(Object 5, 6 and 7)
Chapter 4 is a model inter-comparison project. It compared model simulations between a closed
Panamanian Seaway and an open Panamanian Seaway among eight different climate models with
distinctive model complexity. By comparing model results, we at first aimed at investigating possible
effects of Panamanian Seaway closure to the AMOC strength as well as tropical Pacific thermocline
depth. Secondly, the robustness among different models was also explored. Last but not the least,
how strong wind-stress feedback would influence the Pacific thermocline was also stressed.
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Key Points:
Hosing experiments with CCSM3 under Marine Isotope Stage 3 conditions
A highly unstable AMOC is simulated in a state-of-the-art climate model
Minor freshwater fluxes trigger Dansgaard-Oeschger type climate shifts

Abstract:
Variations in the strength of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) were involved in
the occurrences of Dansgaard-Oeschger (D-O) events during Marine Isotope Stage 3 (MIS3). The
stability of the AMOC to North Atlantic freshwater perturbations is studied using a comprehensive
climate model under MIS3 boundary conditions. An AMOC stability diagram constructed from a series
of equilibrium freshwater perturbation experiments reveals a highly non-linear dependence of AMOC
strength on freshwater forcing. The MIS3 baseline state is remarkably unstable with respect to minor
perturbations. The global climate signal associated with a change in AMOC strength is consistent with
a transition from an interstadial to a stadial state including an annual-mean surface air temperature
drop of ~8 K in central Greenland. We suggest that minor freshwater perturbations in the hydrologic
cycle, e.g. related to ice-sheet processes, had the potential to trigger D-O-type climate shifts
associated with a threshold in the atmosphere-ocean system.
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1. Introduction
Marine Isotope Stage 3 (MIS3, 57-29 ka BP) was a period of pronounced millennial-scale climate
variability, associated with the most regular occurrence of Dansgaard-Oeschger (D-O) events [Schulz,
2002]. Characterized by rapid transitions between cold stadials and warm interstadials at northern
latitudes [Dansgaard et al., 1993, Bond et al., 1993], the significance of D-O events is substantiated by
global-scale climate variations that can be correlated to the Greenland temperature record [Broecker,
2000, Voelker et al., 2002, EPICA community members, 2006]. The origin of D-O events is still a
matter of controversy [Timmermann et al., 2003], but there is strong evidence that variations in the
strength of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) and its associated heat transport
were involved, where strong (weak) overturning is related to interstadial (stadial) climate, although
these D-O-type AMOC variations were probably much smaller than those associated with Heinrich
events [Keigwin and Boyle, 1999, van Kreveld et al., 2000, Sarnthein et al., 2001, Elliot et al., 2002,
Clement and Peterson, 2008]. A widely held view of D-O dynamics involves switches between two
stable states of different AMOC strength. Accordingly, numerous conceptual models have been
suggested to explain the millennial-scale climate oscillations based on the concept of oceanic bistability [e.g. Stocker and Wright, 1991, Timmermann et al., 2003, Sarnthein et al., 2001, Clement and
Peterson, 2008, Colin de Verdière et al., 2006]. Meltwater injections into the Nordic Seas associated
with internal northern ice-sheet dynamics have been suggested as a potential pacemaker for AMOC
state transitions and associated D-O climate oscillations [van Kreveld et al., 2000]. Understanding the
stability properties of the glacial ocean circulation to freshwater perturbations is therefore key towards
an understanding of D-O climate variability.
Important insights into the potential dynamics of D-O events were provided by simulations with the
Earth system model of intermediate complexity (EMIC) CLIMBER-2 [Ganopolski and Rahmstorf,
2001]. It has been shown that the stability properties of the AMOC under glacial boundary conditions
may differ fundamentally from the interglacial case. In particular, CLIMBER-2 suggested the existence
of two modes of the AMOC in close proximity to the unperturbed glacial state and that minor
freshwater perturbations can trigger transitions between these two modes causing D-O-type climate
variations. It is known, however, that AMOC stability properties are model-dependent [e.g. Rahmstorf
et al., 2005, Stouffer et al., 2006], and it is therefore unclear to which extent the EMIC-based results
are robust in the framework of more complex models. While various EMICs have been employed to
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study abrupt climate change associated with AMOC stability properties specific to the last glaciation
[Prange et al., 2002, Schmittner et al., 2002, van Meerbeeck et al., 2009, Montoya and Levermann,
2008, Knorr and Lohmann, 2003, Banderas et al., 2012], so far no attempts have been made to
systematically examine AMOC stability in a comprehensive coupled general circulation model under
MIS3 boundary conditions. Here, we present results from a series of quasi-equilibrium freshwaterhosing/extraction experiments using the Community Climate System Model version 3 (CCSM3) forced
with MIS3 boundary conditions and varying North Atlantic freshwater perturbations to assess the
stability properties of the ocean circulation and its potential role in D-O climate variability.
2. Experimental design
NCAR’s (National Center for Atmospheric Research) CCSM3 is a fully-coupled comprehensive
general circulation model, composed of four separate components representing atmosphere, ocean,
land and sea-ice [Collins et al., 2006]. In our simulations, the resolution of the atmospheric component
is given by T31 (3.75° transform grid) with 26 layers in the vertical, while the ocean has a nominal
resolution of 3° with equatorial grid refinement in meridional direction (down to 0.9°) and 25 levels in
the vertical [Yeager et al., 2006]. The land model is defined on the same horizontal grid as the
atmosphere and includes components for biogeophysics, biogeochemistry, the hydrologic cycle as
well as an interactive dynamic global vegetation model [Oleson et al., 2004, Levis et al., 2004]. In
order to improve the simulation of the land surface hydrology and vegetation cover, new
parameterizations for canopy interception and soil evaporation have been implemented into the land
component [Oleson et al., 2008], identical to the model design used in a previous study [Handiani et
al., 2013].
Along with a 1000-year integrated pre-industrial control run, we performed a MIS3 baseline simulation
applying 38 ka BP orbital forcing [Berger, 1978] and corresponding greenhouse gas concentrations of
CO2 (215 ppmv), CH4 (501 ppbv), and N2O (234 ppbv) [Flückiger et al., 2004, Spahni et al., 2005, Ahn
and Brook, 2007, Bereiter et al., 2012]. In addition, the 38 ka BP ICE-5G continental ice-sheet
distribution has been implemented [Peltier, 2004], and the correspondingly reduced sea level results in
a modified land-sea distribution (e.g. closing of the Bering Strait). The MIS3 baseline simulation was
initialized with the final state of a 1500 years long simulation with LGM (Last Glacial Maximum, 21 ka
BP) boundary conditions and integrated for another 2170 years. Note that this MIS3 simulation differs
from a previous CCSM3 MIS3 experiment with the same resolution [Merkel et al., 2010] by the choice
of the time slice, the implementation of a dynamic vegetation module, changes in the
parameterizations for canopy interception and soil evaporation, and the integration length. The 38 ka
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time slice was chosen because it lies right in the middle of a rather regular sequence of D-O-cycles
and coincides with Heinrich event 4 [Hemming, 2004].
Branching off from year 1670 of the MIS3 simulation, we performed twelve freshwaterhosing/extraction experiments with different rates of continuous, unbalanced freshwater surface flux
(treated as a virtual salinity flux [e.g. Prange and Gerdes, 2006] in CCSM3) homogeneously
distributed over the Nordic Seas [cf. van Kreveld et al., 2000], ranging from ± 0.005 Sv to ± 0.2 Sv (1
Sv = 106 m3/s). The integration time for these experiments was long enough for the AMOC to reach a
new equilibrium (500 years or longer if necessary, Fig. S1), which has been assessed by means of a ttest.
In order to study the potential for bi-stability, the experiment with the strongest freshwater input of +0.2
Sv was subsequently continued after removing the freshwater perturbation. Recovery of the AMOC
hints at a mono-stable MIS3 baseline AMOC [Prange et al., 2002]. All results presented in this paper
refer to the last 100-year mean climate of each experiment, representing quasi-equilibrium conditions.
In all simulations, ozone and aerosol distributions were kept at pre-industrial levels [Otto-Bliesner et
al., 2006].
3. Results
The 38 ka BP baseline simulation results in a climate that is significantly colder than PI with a
maximum cooling of more than 24 K in annual-mean surface temperature over the Laurentide icesheet in North America (Fig. 1a). The annual global mean surface temperature is 3.3 K lower than in
the PI run. As shown in Figure 1a, the high latitudes generally experience a stronger temperature
decrease compared to lower latitudes. However, a region of positive surface temperature anomalies in
the Nordic Seas indicates intense inflow of Atlantic water from the south in the MIS3 simulation. This
supply of warm and salty water keeps large parts of the Nordic Seas ice-free (Fig. 1a) and maintains
convection and deep-water formation during winter. As a result, CCSM3 simulates a vigorous AMOC
in the MIS3 baseline run with a North Atlantic overturning-maximum of 15.4 Sv, which is ~1.5 Sv
stronger than in the PI control run (Fig. 2). The southward flow of North Atlantic deep-water occurs at
shallower levels in the MIS3 run than under PI conditions.
We perturbed the AMOC in a series of freshwater-hosing/extraction experiments as described above.
In almost all experiments, an integration time of 500 years was long enough for the meridional
overturning streamfunction to reach a new equilibrium, only in one case the
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Fig. 1. Annual-mean surface temperature differences with winter (Dec-Feb mean) sea ice margins. a, Difference
between the MIS3 baseline simulation with 38 ka BP boundary conditions and the pre-industrial control run. Black and red
contour lines mark the winter sea ice margins (with 10% sea ice concentration) for the MIS3 and pre-industrial simulations,
respectively. b, difference between the MIS3 freshwater perturbation experiments with +0.02 Sv and -0.02 Sv forcing
interpreted as stadial-interstadial climate difference. Black and red contour lines mark the winter sea ice margins for the
+0.02 Sv and -0.02 Sv experiments, respectively. Note the irregular contour intervals.
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integration had to be extended (Fig. S1). The AMOC equilibrium response to freshwater forcing in our
set of experiments reveals the existence of a threshold by an abrupt drop in AMOC strength for North
Atlantic freshwater forcing between -0.02 Sv and +0.02 Sv, with a particularly sensitive behaviour
between +0.01 Sv and +0.02 Sv (Fig. 3a). Comparing the

climatic states just above (+0.02 Sv
perturbation; Fig. 2c) and below (0.02 Sv perturbation; Fig. 2d) the
threshold reveals a maximum
cooling in the +0.02 Sv experiment
over the Nordic Seas (Fig. 1b)
associated with an expansion of sea
ice resulting in an increase of
surface albedo and a decrease in
ocean-atmosphere surface heat
flux. In boreal winter, the sea-ice
margin in the North Atlantic is
dramatically displaced to midlatitudes in response to the small
positive freshwater forcing (Fig. 1b).
While the surface ocean
experiences strongest cooling in the
northern North Atlantic, subsurface

Fig. 2. Meridional overturning streamfunction of the Atlantic
Ocean (annual mean) in different experiments. a, Pre-industrial
control run. b, MIS3 baseline simulation. c, MIS3 freshwaterhosing experiment with +0.02 Sv perturbation. d, freshwater
extraction experiment with -0.02 Sv forcing. Positive values
indicate clockwise circulation.

temperatures increase in these
regions (Fig. S2).
In order to examine the AMOC for
multiple equilibria, the +0.2Sv
experiment was continued without

anomalous freshwater forcing (see Experimental design). Upon removal of the freshwater perturbation
the AMOC fully recovers, suggesting mono-stability of the MIS3 baseline AMOC (Fig. S3).
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Fig. 3. Modelled climate changes as a function of freshwater perturbation. a, Strength of the equilibrated AMOC
as a function of freshwater perturbation. The AMOC strength was defined as the maximum value of the overturning
streamfunction below 300 m depth in the North Atlantic. Positive perturbations correspond to freshwater input to the
Nordic Seas, whereas negative perturbations correspond to freshwater removal. The threshold between -0.02 Sv and
+0.02 Sv is highlighted. b, annual-mean central Greenland surface temperature (blue) and winter (Dec-Feb mean)
sea-ice area over the North Atlantic/Arctic Ocean (red) as a function of freshwater perturbation.

In summary, the MIS3 baseline state is very sensitive with respect to minor freshwater perturbations.
A decrease (increase) to 10.6 Sv (17.2 Sv) of the AMOC strength in response to a weak positive
(negative) freshwater forcing of 0.02 Sv is simulated (Fig. 3a). The associated difference in oceanic
heat transport between these two states with reduced and intensified AMOC leads to a pronounced
interhemispheric “seesaw pattern” [Stocker, 1998, Stocker and Johnsen, 2003] in surface temperature
(Fig. 1b). More specifically, the annual-mean surface temperature over central Greenland is about 8 K
lower in the +0.02 Sv experiment compared to the -0.02 Sv run, while Antarctica warms by about 0.5-1
K, consistent with the difference between an interstadial and a stadial climate state [EPICA community
members, 2006, Huber et al., 2006].
4. Implications
Previous freshwater-hosing studies with comprehensive coupled climate models run under modern
(interglacial) or Last Glacial Maximum (LGM; 21 ka BP) boundary conditions suggested a rather linear
response of the AMOC to increasing freshwater perturbations without any obvious threshold effects
[e.g. Rind et al., 2001, Otto-Bliesner and Brady, 2010]. By contrast, the MIS3 AMOC stability diagram
constructed from the set of our freshwater perturbation experiments reveals a pronounced threshold
for anomalous freshwater forcing between -0.02 Sv and +0.02 Sv (Fig. 3a). Consequently, the MIS3
baseline climate state is remarkably unstable with respect to minor freshwater perturbations which are
an order of magnitude smaller than what is generally necessary to induce a substantial weakening of
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the AMOC and associated Greenland cooling in climate models under modern or glacial boundary
conditions [Rahmstorf et al., 2005, Stouffer et al., 2006, Valdes, 2011, Kageyama et al., 2013, Gong et
al., 2013, Hopcroft et al., 2011], or what has been estimated as meltwater input during Heinrich events
[Hemming, 2004].
In our MIS3 experiments, climate states below the freshwater perturbation threshold, with an AMOC
strength of 16 Sv and more, are consistent with interstadial conditions, while climate states above the
threshold, with an AMOC weaker than 11 Sv, correspond to stadial conditions. Our MIS3 baseline
simulation yields an AMOC transport of about 15 Sv which is slightly stronger than in the PI control
run. Previous MIS3 simulations using CCSM3 by Merkel et al. [2010] and Brandefelt et al. [2011]
provided climate states with weaker North Atlantic overturning circulation of ~8 and ~11 Sv,
respectively, and fully ice-covered Nordic Seas in winter, which have been interpreted as stadial
climates in the absence of freshwater perturbations. Given the proximity of the MIS3 baseline climate
to the AMOC stability threshold (Fig. 3a) we conjecture that minor differences in the modeled
hydrologic cycles compared to our baseline experiment resulted in the simulation of stadial MIS3
equilibrium states in these earlier studies. Such minor differences in the hydrologic cycles may be
caused not only by the use of different MIS3 boundary conditions (including ice-sheet distribution,
greenhouse gas concentrations and orbital parameters) and CCSM3 grid resolutions [Brandefelt et al.,
2011] but also by our modifications in the land model component including the implementation of
interactive dynamic vegetation. Indeed, applying a negative freshwater forcing of -0.1 Sv to the MIS3
simulation of Merkel et al. [2010] resulted in a strengthening of the North Atlantic overturning to ~18
Sv [Merkel et al., 2010], which is similar to the AMOC intensity in our -0.1 Sv freshwater-extraction
experiment (Fig. 3a). As such, our new results are consistent with the earlier MIS3 simulations using
CCSM3. However, due to the proximity of the MIS3 baseline climate state to the AMOC stability
threshold, we infer that the unperturbed “typical near-equilibrium” [Van Meerbeeck et al., 2009] MIS3
climate cannot unequivocally be assigned to a stadial [Merkel et al., 2010, Brandefelt et al., 2011], or
interstadial [Van Meerbeeck et al., 2009] state.
For central Greenland, the simulated annual-mean surface temperature difference between stadial
and interstadial climates is 8-11 K(Fig. 3b), in line with reconstructions from ice cores [Huber et al.,
2006, Landais et al., 2004]. This temperature change over Greenland along with a concurrent anomaly
in Antarctica of opposite sign is accomplished by relatively moderate changes in the AMOC in our
CCSM3 experiments and lends further support to the bipolar seesaw concept as a characteristic of DO events [Stocker and Johnsen, 2003]. Under modern boundary conditions, Greenland cooling larger
than 6 K can usually only be achieved with a complete AMOC shutdown that often requires strong
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freshwater forcing in the order of 1 Sv in coupled atmosphere-ocean models [Stouffer et al., 2006].
Atmosphere general circulation model experiments [Li et al., 2010] suggest that central Greenland
surface temperature anomalies during D-O cycles are mainly controlled by winter sea-ice coverage in
the Nordic Seas. Our experiments strongly corroborate this finding (Fig. 3b). Relatively warmer,
interstadial conditions over Greenland are associated with reduced sea-ice cover in the northern North
Atlantic, with major ice-free areas in the Nordic Seas even during winter. By contrast, during cold,
stadial conditions over Greenland, the winter sea-ice margin shifts into the mid-latitude North Atlantic.
The most dramatic temperature drop over
Greenland is found for freshwater perturbations
between +0.01 Sv and +0.02 Sv accompanied by
a substantial winter sea-ice expansion (Fig. 3b). A
closer inspection of these two climate states
reveals that the expansion of the winter sea-ice
cover in the experiment with +0.02 Sv freshwater
forcing results in a reduction of the surface heat
flux from the Nordic Seas to the overlying
atmosphere by more than 240 W m–2 compared to
the +0.01 Sv experiment (Fig. 4), leading to a
Fig. 4. Winter (December–February mean) surface heat
flux anomaly. Shown is the heat flux difference between
the MIS3 freshwater-hosing experiment with +0.02 Sv
forcing and the one with +0.01 Sv forcing. Positive values
indicate upward heat flux into the atmosphere. Black and
red contour lines mark the Northern Hemisphere winter sea
ice margins for the +0.02 Sv and +0.01 Sv experiments,
respectively.

strong atmospheric cooling in that region
during the winter months. The diabatic change
is effectively distributed by wind and mixing
around the Icelandic low, thereby affecting
winter temperatures over the Greenland ice-

sheet [cf. Li et al., 2010]. During winter, surface temperatures in central Greenland differ by ~10 K
between the two experiments (not shown), whereas the difference in summer temperatures is minor
(~2 K).
The close relationship between Nordic Seas’ winter sea-ice cover and central Greenland temperature
is also evident from the transient behavior in the AMOC recovery experiment (Fig. S3). More
specifically, Greenland temperature rise (and fall) can occur at a much faster rate than changes in the
AMOC strength (Fig. S3). Once the AMOC strength and its associated heat transport become large
enough to substantially melt the sea ice, Greenland temperature-increase follows the sea-ice decline.
However, the rise in Greenland temperature occurs on a centennial scale, which is significantly longer
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than the multi-decadal timescale suggested by ice core temperature reconstructions [e.g. Ahn and
Brook, 2007]. Whether this difference in timescales points to deficient (i.e. missing negative)
freshwater forcing in the AMOC recovery experiment or to unresolved or missing processes in the
climate model is beyond the scope of our study.Paleoceanographic data from the Nordic Seas indeed
suggest ice-covered conditions during MIS3 stadials, while open-ocean convection requiring ice-free
conditions has been inferred for MIS3 interstadials [Dokken and Jansen, 1999, Rasmussen and
Thomsen, 2004]. Once the AMOC is weak enough (~10 Sv, i.e. above the freshwater flux threshold)
and the Nordic Seas are fully ice-covered, further weakening of the AMOC has little effect on
additional Greenland cooling (Fig. 3b), similar to results found by Ganopolski and Rahmstorf [2001] in
their CLIMBER-2 experiments. This behavior is consistent with paleoceanographic and paleoclimatic
evidence suggesting that an equivalent degree of cooling over Greenland was obtained during MIS3
stadials with different perturbations of deep-water formation [Elliot et al., 2002].
The sea-ice coverage in the northern North Atlantic, in turn, is linked to the strength of the AMOC.
With weaker AMOC, less heat is transported by the ocean towards the north resulting in a southward
displaced sea-ice margin. A larger sea-ice cover, on the other hand, inhibits convection and deepwater formation, thus acting as a positive feedback to the slow-down of the AMOC as pointed out by
Lohmann and Gerdes [1998]. Coverage of convective sites by expanding sea ice may therefore
induce non-linearity in the relationship between AMOC strength and freshwater perturbation.
Shutdown of convection in the ice-covered Nordic Seas is the principle cause for the AMOC
weakening in the stadial climate (cf. Fig. S4), similar to the key process in the EMIC study by
Ganopolski and Rahmstorf [2001]. An important role for sea ice in abrupt millennial-scale climate
change has also been suggested in previous studies [Broecker, 2000, Timmermann et al., 2003,
Clement and Peterson, 2008, Montoya and Levermann, 2008, Banderas et al., 2012, Li et al., 2010,
Gildor and Tziperman, 2003, Loving and Vallis, 2005, Oka et al., 2012].
In line with paleoceanographic evidence from the northern North Atlantic [Rasmussen and Thomsen,
2004, Marcott et al., 2011], our simulated stadial states exhibit large-scale subsurface oceanic
warming in high northern latitudes (Fig. S2). It has been suggested that such subsurface warming
during surface cold phases, in particular in the northwestern Atlantic, may have destabilized adjacent
ice shelves, thus triggering ice-stream surges and producing massive iceberg discharge from the
Laurentide ice sheet, referred to as Heinrich events, which would have led to further weakening of the
AMOC [Marcott et al., 2011, Shaffer et al., 2004, Álvarez-Solas et al., 2011]. This scenario may
provide a plausible mechanism for the coincidence of Heinrich events with D-O stadial phases.
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Despite the existence of a distinct threshold in the AMOC stability diagram (Fig. 3a), we did not find
evidence for the existence of multiple stable states under MIS3 boundary conditions in our simple
AMOC recovery experiment. However, the existence of a narrow hysteresis, as in the EMIC study by
Ganopolski and Rahmstorf [2001], cannot be ruled out. Whether the AMOC can generally possess
multiple equilibria is an open question. It has been argued that bi-stability and associated irreversibility
may be model-dependent [e.g. Ferreira et al., 2011, Hu et al., 2013] or model artifacts due to missing
atmospheric feedbacks [Yin et al., 2006] or erroneous subgrid-scale parameterizations in the ocean
[Prange et al., 2003, Nof et al., 2007].
Ice sheets have often been considered an important component of D-O dynamics. Records of icerafted debris indicating enhanced iceberg and hence freshwater fluxes into the Nordic Seas during
each D-O stadial [Elliot et al., 2002, Dokken and Jansen, 1999, Voelker et al., 1998] – possibly related
to internal coastal ice-sheet dynamics in east Greenland [van Kreveld et al., 2000] and/or
Fennoscandia [Elliot et al., 2001] – support the notion that ice sheets played a role in producing the
small positive freshwater flux anomalies that are required for crossing the AMOC stability threshold
and thus to trigger D-O climate shifts. During interstadials, accumulation rates on continental icesheets increased [Anderson et al., 2006], possibly leading to a positive ice-sheet mass balance and
net freshwater removal from the high-latitude northern ocean causing a negative freshwater forcing to
the AMOC [Jackson et al., 2010].

5. Conclusions
The stability properties of the AMOC and associated climate impacts have been investigated
systematically using a coupled general circulation model under MIS3 boundary conditions. We found
that the MIS3 baseline climate is remarkably unstable such that minor North Atlantic freshwater
perturbations in the order of 0.02 Sv can trigger dramatic changes in the strength of Atlantic
overturning, leading to stadial-interstadial climate anomalies. The close linkage between North Atlantic
sea-ice area and AMOC strength suggests a key role for sea ice in the instability of the AMOC. In
addition, strong variations in Nordic Seas winter ice extent appear crucial for large D-O-type
temperature anomalies (8-11 K in the annual average) in central Greenland, which is difficult to
simulate when inappropriate (e.g. modern) boundary conditions are used in freshwater-hosing
experiments. According to our model results, minor perturbations in the hydrologic cycle – possibly
connected with ice-sheet dynamics – could have triggered substantial global D-O climate transitions.
Even though the CCSM3 results are to a large extent consistent with earlier findings from an EMIC
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study [Ganopolski and Rahmstorf, 2001] further MIS3 climate stability experiments with different stateof-the-art coupled general circulation models are required in order to assess the robustness of these
results.
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Supplementary Figures

Fig. S1. Time series of the maximum in the annual-mean North Atlantic overturning streamfunction (below 300 m)
from the last 500 years of the MIS3 control run (top) and the twelve freshwater hosing (left) and extraction (right)
experiments. Starting at model year 3170 (see Methods) each experiment was run for 500 years. From the last 100 years of
each experiment, the trend in the overturning time series was calculated based on linear regression and statistical
significance at the 0.05 level was assessed via a Student t-test. Only in case the null hypothesis (being that there is no trend)
was rejected the experiment was continued until the trend disappeared (again assessed by a t-test based on 100 years linear
regression). A continuation was only necessary for the -0.01 Sv experiment
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Fig. S2. Annual-mean ocean
temperature differences between
the MIS3 freshwater perturbation
experiments with +0.02 Sv and 0.02 Sv forcing. a, Sea surface. b,
148 m depth. c, 326 m depth. The
differences are interpreted as stadialinterstadial climate anomalies.
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Fig. S3. Continuation of the 500-year
long +0.2 Sv freshwater-hosing
experiment after removal of the
freshwater perturbation. Shown is the
time series of the maximum in the annualmean North Atlantic overturning
streamfunction (below 300 m) along with
annual-mean central Greenland surface
temperature and winter sea-ice area over
the North Atlantic/Arctic Ocean. The red
line marks the end of the water hosing.

Fig. S4. Annual-mean mixed layer depths. a, MIS3 freshwater perturbation experiment with +0.02 Sv forcing (stadial
climate). b, MIS3 freshwater perturbation experiment with -0.02 Sv forcing (interstadial climate). The mixed layer depths
reveal shutdown of convection in the Nordic Seas in the stadial climate state
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Abstract
Pronounced millennial-scale climate variability during Marine Isotope Stage 3 (MIS3) is considered to
be linked to changes in the state of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC), i.e. a warm
interstadial/cold stadial state corresponds to a strong/weak AMOC. Based on a series of freshwater
hosing/extraction experiments with the state-of-the-art climate model CCSM3, we construct a global
spatial fingerprint of oceanic temperature anomalies in response to AMOC changes under MIS3
boundary conditions. Highest sensitivity to AMOC changes, especially in summer, is found in
northeastern North Atlantic sea surface temperature, but a characteristic temperature fingerprint is
also found at subsurface levels. After testing significance of the linear SST-AMOC regressions, the
model results are combined with paleo-SST records to estimate the magnitude of millennial-scale
Dansgaard-Oeschger AMOC variations during MIS3. The results suggest a difference in AMOC
strength between interstadial and (non-Heinrich) stadial states of 9.2 ± 1.2 Sv (1σ).
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1. Introduction
The Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) is a major component of the global climate
system regulating the distribution of heat as well as the cycling of carbon and other nutrients [e.g.
Ganachaud and Wunsch, 2000; Johns et al., 2011]. Due to its high relevance for the climate system,
many studies attempted to quantify changes in AMOC strength during the last glacial and deglaciation
based on proxy records and climate models [e.g. LeGrand and Wunsch, 1995; Winguth et al., 2000;
Gebbie and Huybers, 2006; Lynch-Stieglitz et al., 2007; Ritz et al., 2013]. Pronounced millennial-scale
climate variability during Marine Isotope Stage 3 (MIS3; 57-29 thousand years before present [ka
B.P.]), characterized by transitions between cold stadials and warm interstadials at northern latitudes
[Dansgaard et al., 1993; Bond et al., 1993] and termed Dansgaard-Oeschger (D-O) cycles, are most
likely related to changes in AMOC strength [e.g. Keigwin and Boyle, 1999; Broecker, 2000; Sarnthein
et al., 2001; Elliot et al., 2002; Rahmstorf, 2002; EPICA community members, 2006]. A warm
interstadial state corresponds to a strong circulation, while a cold stadial state is characterized by a
weak circulation. Probably the most dramatic disruptions of the glacial AMOC are associated with
massive layers of ice-rafted debris in the North Atlantic during so-called Heinrich stadials [e.g.
Broecker et al., 1992; Grousset et al., 1993; Hemming, 2004; McManus et al., 2004].
Despite the importance of AMOC changes in shaping millennial-scale climate variability during MIS3,
the magnitude of changes in circulation strength necessary to cause stadial-interstadial climate
transitions is not known. Combining climate model simulations with marine proxy records, Ritz et al.
[2013] recently presented an estimate for AMOC variations during the last deglaciation based on a
linear relationship between Atlantic sea surface temperatures (SST) and AMOC strength. Their results
suggest millennial-scale reductions in AMOC strength of ~14 Sv (1 Sv = 106 m3/s) and ~12 Sv during
Heinrich event 1 and the Younger Dryas stadial, respectively. Here, we adopt the strategy of
combining SST reconstructions with climate model experiments to estimate the magnitude of
differences in AMOC strength between MIS3 stadial states and interstadial states. To this end, we use
a set of MIS3 freshwater hosing/extraction experiments using the comprehensive coupled climate
model CCSM3 [Xiao Zhang et al., 2014] to construct a global spatial fingerprint of oceanic temperature
anomalies in response to AMOC changes. After testing the significance of linear temperature-AMOC
regressions, we identify optimal locations for temperature reconstructions for an estimate of MIS3
AMOC variability.
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2. Model Descriptions and Experimental Design
The Community Climate System Model version 3 (CCSM3) is a global coupled general circulation
model (CGCM) consisting of the four components atmosphere, land, ocean and sea ice [Collins et al.,
2006; Yeager et al., 2006]. We use the atmospheric component (Community Atmosphere Model
version 3) with T31 horizontal resolution (3.75° transform grid) and 26 levels in the vertical. The
Community Land Model (version 3) has the same horizontal resolution as the atmosphere and
contains 10 subsurface soil levels. New parametrizations of canopy interception and soil evaporation
have been applied to the land model [Oleson et al., 2008], and the Dynamic Global Vegetation Model
[Levis et al., 2004] was activated in our simulations [cf. Handiani et al., 2013; Mohtadi et al., 2014].
The ocean component (Parallel Ocean Program) has 25 layers with layer thickness increasing from 8
m at the surface to around 500 m at the ocean bottom. The nominal horizontal resolution is 3° with
latitudinal grid refinement of 0.9° around the equator and the North Pole displaced over Greenland [cf.
Smith et al., 1995]. The Community Sea Ice Model shares the same horizontal resolution with the
ocean component.
A MIS3 baseline simulation centered at 38 ka B.P. (time slice right in the middle of a rather regular
sequence of D-O cycles) was performed with 38 ka B.P. orbital forcing [Berger, 1978], corresponding
greenhouse gas concentrations of CO2 (215 ppmv), CH4 (501 ppbv), and N2O (234 ppbv) [Flückiger et
al., 2004; Spahni et al., 2005; Ahn and Brook, 2007; Bereiter et al., 2012], the 38 ka B.P. ICE-5G
continental ice sheet distribution [Peltier, 2004] as well as a correspondingly modified land-sea
distribution (e.g., closed Bering Strait due to a reduced sea level). Under these boundary conditions,
12 freshwater hosing/extraction experiments were carried out which all branched off from the
equilibrated MIS3 baseline simulation [Xiao Zhang et al., 2014]. Different rates of continuous,
unbalanced surface freshwater fluxes (homogeneously distributed over the Nordic Seas and treated
as virtual salinity fluxes [e.g. Prange and Gerdes, 2006], ranging from ± 0.005 Sv to ± 0.2 Sv, were
applied in these hosing (positive freshwater flux into the ocean) and extraction (negative freshwater
flux) experiments. Although there is evidence from records of ice-rafted debris for enhanced iceberg
and hence freshwater fluxes into the Nordic Seas during D-O stadials [e.g. Dokken and Jansen, 1999;
van Kreveld et al., 2000; Elliot et al., 2002], we note that other potential forcing mechanisms for D-O
climate transitions may exist and have been discussed in the literature [e.g., Xu Zhang et al., 2014;
Peltier and Vettoretti, 2014, and references therein]. Independent of the real D-O trigger mechanism,
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freshwater forcing in the present study can be considered a pragmatic way of creating a set of
different MIS3 stadial and interstadial climate states.
Integration times were 500-550 years for each hosing/extraction experiment. For further details on the
initialization of model simulations and integration lengths the reader is referred to Xiao Zhang et al.
[2014]. Analyses of the 13 (quasi-)equilibrium states are based on the last 100-year mean
climatologies of each experiment.
3. AMOC response to freshwater forcing
In the 38 ka B.P. baseline run, the strength of the AMOC (defined as the maximum of the meridional
streamfunction below 300 m in the North Atlantic Ocean) is around 15.4 Sv, which is ~1.5 Sv stronger
than in a modern (pre-industrial) control run, with a southward flow of North Atlantic deep water
occuring at shallower levels compared to modern [Xiao Zhang et al., 2014]. The inflow of warm and
salty Atlantic water from the south keeps large parts of the Nordic Seas ice free and maintains
convection and deep water formation during winter. The MIS3 baseline state is very sensitive with
respect to minor freshwater perturbations. The AMOC equilibrium response to freshwater forcing in
our set of experiments reveals the existence of a threshold by an abrupt drop in AMOC strength for
North Atlantic freshwater forcing between -0.02 Sv and +0.02 Sv. A decrease to ~11 Sv of the AMOC
strength in response to a weak positive freshwater forcing of 0.02 Sv was simulated. In contrast,
AMOC strength increases to ~17 Sv upon a negative forcing of 0.02 Sv. The surface air temperature
difference in central Greenland between these two climate states is about 8 K in the annual mean
[Xiao Zhang et al., 2014]. With the maximum freshwater forcing in our experiments of +0.2 Sv, the
AMOC drops to 4.9 Sv within ~150 model years. We note that this magnitude of freshwater forcing is
consistent with estimates of the order of magnitude of meltwater influx during Heinrich stadials
[Hemming, 2004].
4. Ocean equilibrium temperature response to AMOC change
Relative to the 38 ka B.P. baseline experiment, SST anomalies exhibit a bipolar seesaw pattern in all
freshwater hosing (extraction) experiments, featuring a general cooling (warming) in the Northern
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Figure 1. Ocean temperature changes in
response to changes in annual mean
AMOC strength as given by the leastsquares regression slopes calculated from
the equilibrium states of the set of MIS3
freshwater hosing/extraction experiments
for (a) annual mean SST, (b) boreal
summer (June-July-August; JJA) SST, and
(c) 300 m depth annual mean. Locations
which do not show significant (p<0.05)
linear temperature-AMOC regression
according to an ANOVA F-test are white.
Frames in panel (a) show the locations of
marine sediment cores providing highresolution MIS3 temperature
reconstructions (see text; Table 1).
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and a warming (cooling) in the Southern Hemisphere due to a reduced (enhanced) northward heat
transport in the Atlantic Ocean [Crowley, 1992; Stocker and Johnsen, 2003]. We determine the global
fingerprint of ocean temperature anomalies in response to AMOC changes by linear least-squares
regression analysis using the 13 MIS3 equilibrium climate states. Significance of the linear
temperature-AMOC (i.e. temperature on AMOC) regressions is tested by an ANOVA (Analysis of
variance) F-test [e.g. Li, 1964; Davis, 1986].
At the surface, the strongest response (i.e. the largest regression coefficient or slope) occurs in the
northeastern North Atlantic (Fig. 1a; annual mean). Here, SST increases more strongly with increasing
AMOC strength than in any other region of the Northern Hemisphere. The signal is advected towards
the tropics along the eastern margin of the North Atlantic via the Canary Current as already described
in earlier freshwater hosing model studies [e.g. Lohmann, 2003; Prange et al., 2004]. Despite the use
of different models and boundary conditions, maximum sensitivities of SST upon AMOC change in the
northern North Atlantic and along the eastern North Atlantic margin have also been found in previous
studies [e.g. Heslop and Paul, 2012; Ritz et al., 2013].
During boreal summer, the SST sensitivity to AMOC change is even larger in the northern North
Atlantic region than in the annual mean (Fig. 1b), which can mainly be attributed to sea-ice effects in
winter. For a weak AMOC (i.e. smaller than ~11 Sv), large areas in the northern North Atlantic are icecovered in winter [Xiao Zhang et al., 2014] such that further reduction in AMOC strength does not lead
to further sea surface cooling once the freezing point is reached. This leads to a smaller SST-AMOC
regression slope in winter and, hence, in the annual mean. Apart from the North Atlantic realm,
differences between the annual mean and the boreal summer SST response are small (Fig. 1a,b). For
instance, in both cases the zero line of the regression slope (i.e. the “seesaw’s fulcrum”) resides
between 10°N and 20°N in the eastern North Atlantic, consistent with proxy evidence [Zarriess et al.,
2011].
At subsurface levels the ocean temperature response pattern to AMOC changes is very different
compared to the surface. As an example, Fig. 1c shows the linear regression coefficients at 300 m
depth. Except for the subtropical North Atlantic region, where the subsurface temperature response
resembles the surface signal due to advection of water masses from the northeastern North Atlantic
by the subtropical gyre, subsurface temperatures decrease (increase) with increasing (decreasing)
AMOC strength everywhere in the Atlanic Ocean. Subsurface and deep ocean warming in response to
past AMOC slowdowns is evidenced by several proxy records from the Atlantic realm [Rasmussen
and Thomsen, 2004; Rühlemann et al., 2004; Lopes dos Santos et al., 2010; Marcott et al., 2011;
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Schmidt et al., 2012]. In the northern North Atlantic/Nordic Seas the subsurface warming can be
attributed to heat accumulation in these ocean layers as vertical mixing by convection is reduced or
even shut down. The subsurface signal is transmitted globally due to a global thermocline adjustment
by baroclinic waves [Huang et al., 2000; Goodman, 2001; Cessi et al., 2004; Zhang et al., 2012],
though the subsurface temperature response becomes relatively small in the Pacific Ocean. We note
that subsurface warming in high northern latitudes during stadials has been suggested to destabilize
adjacent ice shelves and, thus, to trigger ice stream surges producing Heinrich events [Marcott et al.,
2011; Shaffer et al., 2004; Álvarez-Solas et al., 2011].

5. Estimating the magnitude of AMOC variations during MIS3
Having constructed the spatial fingerprint of ocean temperature anomalies with respect to AMOC
changes, we attempt to estimate the magnitude of AMOC variations during MIS3 using SST
reconstructions from sites of highest temperature sensitivities (i.e. largest regression slopes) to AMOC
changes. Apart from being obtained in regions of highest SST sensitivity, the proxy records need to
cover a substantial part of MIS3 (with a sufficient number of stadial and interstadial intervals for a
reasonable statistical analysis) and must be of sufficiently high resolution such that D-O stadials and
interstadials can unambiguously be identified and are captured by several data points each.
We identified four high-resolution records that fulfill the required criteria, clearly showing D-O cycles
during MIS3 in annual mean or summer temperature from the highly sensitive northern/northeastern
Atlantic region (Fig. 1a): Irminger Sea core SO82-5 (summer SST derived from planktic foraminiferal
assemblages using SIMMAX modern analog technique transfer function [van Kreveld et al., 2000]),
northeast Atlantic (eastern Rockall Trough) core MD95-2006 (summer SST derived from planktic
foraminiferal assemblage counts using Artifical Neural Network technique [Dickson et al., 2008]),
Iberian margin core MD95-2040 (summer SST derived from planktic foraminiferal assemblages using
SIMMAX modern analog technique [de Abreu et al., 2003]), and Iberian margin core MD01-2444
(annual mean SST based on alkenone unsaturation index Uk’37 [Martrat et al., 2007]). All SST records
cover the entire MIS3, except for the record of MD95-2006, which only covers the interval 56-40 ka
B.P.
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Estimating the magnitude of AMOC variations using reconstructed SST changes further requires
linearity of the AMOC-SST relationship (i.e., the SST sensitivity must be independent of the AMOC

Figure 2. Annual mean AMOC strength versus annual mean or summer (JJA) SST at the four selected sediment core
locations (Fig. 1) as given by the set of equilibrium states of the MIS3 freshwater hosing/extraction experiments along
with linear regression lines. States marked by gray pionts were excluded from the linear regression analysis. (a) Summer
SST in the Irminger Sea (SO82-5), (b) summer SST in the Northeast Atlantic (MD95-2006), (c) summer SST at the
Iberian margin (MD95-2040), and (d) annual mean SST at the Iberian margin (MD01-2444). Due to its highly non-linear
behaviour the AMOC-SST relationship at site MD01-2444 was not considered in the estimation of MIS3 AMOC variation.
SSTs are taken from the nearest single grid point to the corresponding core location. All values are based on 100-year
means. Bars show the standard deviations calculated from annual or summer, respectively, values over 100 model
years.

state [cf. Heslop and Paul, 2012]). Figure 2 shows the modeled AMOC-SST relationships at the four
core locations. Considering the low amount of data points, linearity is judged by visual inspection only.
For extremely strong AMOC states (>19-20 Sv) linearity of the AMOC-SST relation visibly disappears
at all cores locations, whereas linearity disappears for very weak AMOC (<5 Sv) at core location
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SO82-5 and MD95-2006. In between, the AMOC-SST relationship is sufficiently linear, except for site
MD01-2444, which shows a highly non-linear behavior throughout. We therefore decided to remove
the temperature record of MD01-2444 as well as the extreme AMOC states (colored in gray, Fig. 2)
from the linear regression analysis such that only the linear AMOC-SST regimes at the three
remaining sites (SO82-5, MD95-2006, and MD95-2040) are considered. This implies that the following
estimation of stadial-interstadial AMOC changes requires that interstadial AMOC strengths was lower
than ~19 Sv during MIS3.
For each record (SO82-5, MD95-2006, and MD95-2040), we estimated a mean stadial SST and a
mean interstadial SST by taking all stadial and interstadial states in the time interval 50 ka to 30 ka
B.P. into account (for the MD95-2006 record, the shorter interval 50-40 ka B.P. was used which still
provides five D-O stadial-interstadial transitions). Uncertainties in these temperature estimates were
taken into account by calculating the standard deviations of the sets of individual stadial and
interstadial temperature estimates for each record. The calculated differences between mean
interstadial and mean stadial SSTs along with 1σ-uncertainties for each record are listed in Table 1.
Note that we excluded Heinrich stadials [Hemming, 2004] from our estimates of mean stadial
temperatures due to their infrequent occurrence and hence poor statistics (only Heinrich events 4 and
5 occur in the interval 50-30 ka B.P.).
Using the linearized AMOC-SST relationships (i.e. regression of AMOC on SST) from the CCSM3
experiments at the locations of the three sediment core sites SO82-5, MD95-2006, and MD95-2040
(Fig. 2), we estimate the magnitude of AMOC changes associated with stadial-interstadial SST
differences derived from the proxy records. Table 1 summarizes the calculated regression slopes and
resulting estimates for AMOC changes along with 1σ-uncertainties following from Gaussian
uncertainty propagation. All three estimates are around 9-10 Sv. Calculating a weighted mean from
the three AMOC estimates and their 1σ-uncertainties yields a 9.2 ± 1.2 Sv difference of the AMOC
strength between interstadial and (non-Heinrich) stadial states during MIS3. The high non-linearity of
the AMOC to the freshwater forcing [Xiao Zhang et al., 2014] further implies that the stadial AMOC
was likely weaker than 11 Sv, while the interstadial AMOC was likely stronger than 14 Sv, according to
the CCSM3 results.
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Figure 3. Timeseries of
summer (JJA) SST at the
three selected sediment
core locations (see Table 1)
along with annual mean
AMOC strength (red) in (a)
the +0.2 Sv freshwater
hosing run, and (b) the -0.2
Sv freshwater extraction run.
Both experiments start at
model year 3170 (from the
equilibrated MIS3 baseline
run) and are integrated for
500 years each with
continuous positive/negative
freshwater forcing. Core
numbers are indicated on
the left.
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Our estimates are based on AMOC-SST regression analyses of (quasi-)equilibrium climate states.
However, D-O stadials and interstadials are transient phenomena and sometimes do not persist
longer than a few hundred years [cf. Dickson et al., 2008]. It is therefore instructive to examine the
timescale of SST adjustment (i.e. transient behaviour) to AMOC changes at the core sites. Figure 3
shows the SST and AMOC spin-up timeseries for the two experiments with extreme forcing, i.e. +0.2
Sv (Fig. 3a) and -0.2 Sv (Fig. 3b) freshwater forcing. All timeseries demonstrate a rapid adjustment of
SST to AMOC changes at the core sites on a shorter-than-century timescale. The rapid SST response
at the core locations lends support to our equilibrium-climate approach to estimate stadial-interstadial
AMOC variations using North Atlantic records rather than records from southern latitudes where
temperature adjustment to AMOC change may take much longer [e.g. Schmittner et al., 2003; Knutti
et al., 2004].
Keeping atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations fixed in our simulations, our approach of SSTbased estimates of AMOC variability neglects potential feedbacks associated with changes in

Sediment core number
and location

Estimated SST difference
between interstadial and
stadial states from the
sediment core (°C)

Modelled slope of AMOCSST regression (Sv/°C)

Estimated AMOC
difference between
interstadial and stadial
states (Sv)

SO82-5 (59°N, 31°W;
Irminger Sea)

4.5 ± 1.3 (summer)

2.0 ± 0.16

9.3 ± 2.7

MD95-2006 (57°N, 10°W;
Northeast Atlantic)

6.3 ± 1.0 (summer)

1.4 ± 0.06

8.9 ± 1.5

MD95-2040 (40°N, 10°W;
Iberian margin)

5.3 ± 1.6 (summer)

2.0 ± 0.06

10.6 ± 3.2

Table 1. Estimated summer SST differences between MIS3 interstadial and (non-Heinrich) stadial states at the three
selected North Atlantic core locations from paleothermometry, slope of least-squares linear regression of AMOC on
summer SST as derived from the equilibrium states of the set of MIS3 freshwater hosing/extraction model experiments
(Fig. 2), and estimated AMOC variations with uncertainties (1σ ) following from Gaussian uncertainty propagation.

atmospheric greenhouse gas concentrations and hence longwave radiative forcing caused by ocean
circulation changes [e.g. Schmittner and Galbraith, 2008]. However, the small CO2 variations
associated with non-Heinrich stadials and the following D-O warming events are ~5 ppm or less [Ahn
and Brook, 2014] and have no noticeable effect (i.e., much lower than 1 K) on northeast Atlantic SST
[Van Meerbeeck et al. ,2009]. It is therefore reasonable to assume that the first-order effect of MIS3
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millennial-scale AMOC variability on North Atlantic temperatures is directly due to changes in the
large-scale oceanic heat transport.

6. Conclusions
We have investigated the ocean temperature response to variations in AMOC strength by performing
a set of freshwater hosing/extraction experiments under MIS3 (38 ka B.P.) glacial boundary conditions
using the comprehensive coupled climate model CCSM3. The main target of this study was to provide
a global spatial fingerprint of ocean temperature response to D-O-related AMOC changes and, further,
to estimate the differences in AMOC strength between MIS3 stadial and interstadial states by
combining temperature reconstructions with model simulations. The simulations suggest the highest
SST sensitivity to AMOC changes in the northeastern North Atlantic, especially in summer. Due to the
high sensitivity and a rapid adjustment time, SST reconstructions from this region turn out to be
particularly suitable for estimating past AMOC changes. Significant temperature responses are also
found at subsurface levels. However, the subsurface temperature fingerprint could not be exploited for
our purpose of estimating MIS3 AMOC variability due to a lack of high-resolution D-O-resolving
subsurface temperature records.
From three North Atlantic SST records we could estimate a stadial-interstadial AMOC strength
difference of 9.2 ± 1.2 Sv (Heinrich stadials excluded), provided that interstadial AMOC strengths was
below ~19 Sv during MIS3. Moreover, the CCSM3 results suggest that the stadial AMOC was weaker
than 11 Sv, while the interstadial AMOC was stronger than 14 Sv. These estimates are based on one
CGCM only. Besides the need for more high-resolution surface and subsurface proxy records for the
MIS3 interval, more MIS3 simulations using state-of-the-art CGCMs are needed to better constrain
this estimate. So far, only few CGCM simulations of MIS3 climate exist [Merkel et al., 2010;
Singarayer and Valdes, 2010; Brandefelt et al., 2011; Gong et al., 2013; Mohtadi et al., 2014].
Sophisticated data assimilation techniques could provide absolute numbers for AMOC strength [cf.
Kurahashi-Nakamura et al., 2014], but for MIS3, this would require a much larger glacial proxy
database.
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Abstract
The early Pliocene warm phase was characterized by high sea surface temperatures in the eastern
equatorial Pacific. A new hypothesis suggests that the progressive closure of the Panamanian
seaway contributed substantially to the termination of this state. According to this hypothesis,
intensification of the Atlantic meridional overturning circulation (AMOC) – induced by the closure of
the gateway – was the principal cause of equatorial Pacific thermocline shoaling during the Pliocene.
In this study, twelve Panama seaway sensitivity experiments from eight ocean/climate models of
different complexity are analyzed to examine the effect of an open gateway on AMOC strength and
thermocline depth. All models show an eastward Panamanian net throughflow, leading to a reduction
in AMOC strength compared to the corresponding closed-Panama case. In those models that do not
include a dynamic atmosphere, deepening of the equatorial Pacific thermocline appears to scale
almost linearly with the throughflow-induced reduction in AMOC strength. Models with dynamic
atmosphere do not follow this simple relation. There are indications that in four out of five models
equatorial wind-stress anomalies amplify the tropical Pacific thermocline deepening. In summary, the
models provide strong support for the hypothesized relationship between Panama closure and
equatorial Pacific thermocline shoaling that might have set the stage for the turnaround from a warm
zonally symmetric to the modern equatorial Pacific cold tongue state.
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1 Introduction
During the warm early Pliocene, ~5.5 to 4 Ma ago, sea surface temperatures in the eastern equatorial
Pacific were similar to those of the western tropical Pacific warm pool (Ravelo et al. 2004, Wara et al.
2005, Fedorov et al. 2006, Lawrence et al. 2006). The absence of the eastern equatorial Pacific cold
tongue was linked to a weak Walker Circulation, a deep thermocline and low biogenic productivity in
the tropical region (Barreiro et al. 2006, Fedorov et al. 2006, Dekens et al. 2007). It has been
suggested that this warm equatorial state was responsible for a 3-4°C warmer-than-present global
mean surface temperature and the absence of major ice sheets in the Northern Hemisphere via
processes and teleconnections similar to those that are at work during El Niño states (e.g. Cane and
Molnar 2001, Molnar and Cane 2002, Barreiro et al. 2006, Huybers and Molnar 2007, Chiang 2009,
Vizcaino et al. 2010), although other studies have disputed this (Lunt et al. 2008b, Haywood et al.
2007). Recent studies suggested mechanisms that might have contributed to maintaining the
“permanent El Niño-like” climate state, involving a higher frequency of tropical cyclones in the early
Pliocene (Fedorov et al. 2010) or a dynamical state approaching “equatorial superrotation” with
westerly surface wind anomalies over the equatorial Pacific (Tziperman and Farrell 2009). However,
causes or preconditions for the termination of the equatorial Pacific zonally symmetric state remain
obscure. In particular, the original hypothesis by Cane and Molnar (2001), which suggests a key role
for the northward displacement and uplift of New Guinea and Halmahera in triggering the climatic
switch in the equatorial Pacific, could not be corroborated by climate model experiments thus far
(Jochum et al. 2009).
A new hypothesis brings the Pliocene closure of the Panamanian seaway into play. Analyzing oxygen
isotope and Mg/Ca temperature records from shallow- and deep-dwelling planktonic foraminifers,
Steph et al. (2010) reconstructed the Pliocene evolution of the thermocline in the eastern equatorial
Pacific and found that gradual shoaling of the thermocline between 4.8 and 4 Ma ago occurred
synchronously with the progressive closure of the Panamanian seaway and an increase in the Atlantic
meridional overturning circulation (AMOC). Based on these findings along with simulation results from
the coupled climate model ECBILT-CLIO, Steph et al. (2010) suggested the following chain of events:
The early Pliocene shoaling of the Panamanian seaway caused an intensification of the AMOC driven
by enhanced North Atlantic Deepwater (NADW) formation. Enhanced NADW production resulted in an
increased volume of the “cold water sphere” and hence to upward thermocline shifts in the global
ocean transmitted by baroclinic oceanic adjustment processes (Huang et al. 2000, Goodman 2001,
Cessi et al. 2004, Timmermann et al. 2005, Haarsma et al. 2008, Lopes dos Santos 2010). In the
eastern equatorial Pacific, the thermocline shoaling preconditioned the turnaround from a warm to an
equatorial cold tongue state, before intensified trade winds (probably related to high-latitude glaciation)
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could bring cold waters to the surface after ~3.6 Ma, setting the stage for the modern El Niño/Southern
Oscillation system as evidenced by fossil corals from the Philippines (Watanabe et al. 2011).
In this study, we shall further test the hypothesized relationship between Panama closure, AMOC
strength and equatorial Pacific thermocline depth. How robust are the model results presented by
Steph et al. (2010) among different models? How strong is the influence of changes in AMOC strength
on tropical Pacific thermocline depth? How may wind-stress feedbacks affect the Pacific thermocline?
To address these questions, we analyze and compare climate model results from twelve different
Panamanian seaway-closure simulations.
2 Model simulations and analysis
A total of twelve experiments with eight different models is analyzed in this study. In contrast to
coordinated model intercomparison projects, the model experiments were set up independently, such
that differences in boundary conditions, Panama seaway depth, etc. exist. Table 1 provides an
overview of the different models and setups. Five models include a dynamic atmosphere, thus
allowing for, e.g., wind-stress feedbacks (HadCM3, CCSM2, CCSM3, KCM and ECBILT-CLIO). The
other three models (UVIC, BREMIC/LSG, MIT) apply prescribed modern wind fields to force the
ocean. All use present-day or pre-industrial boundary conditions, except for the HadCM3 experiment
in which mid-Pliocene boundary conditions are applied. The mid-Pliocene boundary conditions include
reduced ice-sheet sizes, Pliocene vegetation distribution and enhanced atmospheric CO2
concentration (400 ppmv). As a result, the global mean surface temperature is ca. 3°C warmer
compared to pre-industrial conditions (Lunt et al. 2008a).
Applying different seaway depths and vertical diffusivities, Schneider and Schmittner (2006) performed
a series of sensitivity experiments with the UVIC model. These experiments are referred to as
UVIC3sh, UVIC3in, UVIC6sh and UVIC6in, where “3”, “6”, “sh” and “in” stand for low vertical diffusivity
(0.3 cm2 s-1 in the upper ocean), high vertical diffusivity (0.6 cm2 s-1 in the upper ocean), shallow
seaway (130 m) and intermediate-depth seaway (700 m). This allows us to examine the effects of both
vertical mixing and Panamanian sill depth on the behavior of the Pacific equatorial thermocline in one
and the same model. We note that the UVIC simulations with a 2000 m deep Panamanian gateway
performed by Schneider and Schmittner (2006) were not included in this paper, as the results of these
simulations are nearly identical to the UVIC runs with a 700 m deep seaway.
Four previously unpublished Panama experiments have been conducted and are included in this
study. ECBILT-CLIO was used in the first new experiment. Apart from a shallower Panamanian sill
depth (415 m), the experimental design is identical to that described by Prange and Schulz (2004)
who applied a 700 m deep seaway in their original study. In the second previously unpublished
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experiment, we employed the global ocean model BREMIC/LSG coupled to a simplified energy
balance model. The closed-Panama control run with modern boundary conditions is described in
Butzin et al. (2005, 2011). In the corresponding open-Panama experiment, the model has been
integrated into a new equilibrium after implementing a 500 m deep seaway by replacing three land grid

Table 1. Overview of the model simulations analyzed in this paper. “AMOC” refers to the North Atlantic overturning
streamfunction maximum. Four different experiments were performed with the UVIC model which differ in Panamanian
seaway depth and vertical mixing. These experiments are denoted by “3”, “6”, “sh” and “in” which stands for low vertical
2

-1

2

-1

diffusivity (0.3 cm s in the upper ocean), high vertical diffusivity (0.6 cm s in the upper ocean), shallow seaway (130 m)
and intermediate depth seaway (700 m). With ECBILT-CLIO, two experiments with different seaway depths were carried out,
denoted by EC415 and EC700, which stands for 415 m and 700 m depth, respectively.

cells by ocean cells. The third new experiment employed the comprehensive Community Climate
System Model version 3 (CCSM3) in its low-resolution version (Collins et al. 2006, Yeager et al. 2006).
The resolution of the atmospheric component is T31 (~3.75° transform grid) with 26 levels, while the
ocean component has a nominal resolution of 3° with 25 levels in the vertical (higher meridional
resolution of 0.9° around the equator). Along with a 1000-year-integrated control run with present-day
boundary conditions, we performed another 1000-year integration with a 1500 m deep Panamanian
seaway by replacing three land grid cells by ocean grid cells between North and South America. Both
runs were initialized with present-day observational data. Last but not least, the Kiel Climate Model,
KCM (Park et al. 2009), was used in the fourth previously unpublished experiment. In the simulations
described here, the atmospheric resolution is T31 with 19 levels. The horizontal ocean resolution is
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based on a 2° Mercator mesh and is on average 1.3°, with enhanced meridional resolution of 0.5°
close to the equator, and with 31 levels in the vertical. In the open-Panama run, the seaway is 1200 m
deep and four grid cells wide. Control and sensitivity runs were integrated for 1000 years.
All results presented in this paper refer to long-term annually averaged quantities from equilibrated
model runs. In order to analyze the effect of an open Panamanian seaway on the Pacific equatorial
thermocline in a specific model, we calculated the depth of the 20°C isotherm (referred to as Z20) in
the experiment with open gateway and compare it to the corresponding model run with closed
gateway. We note that the thermocline is generally defined as the depth at which the vertical
temperature gradient is at maximum. In numerical ocean models, however, the search for this
maximum would always result in thermocline depths that correspond exactly to depths of grid points.
Hence changes, which are smaller than the vertical grid spacing would not be observed when using
the maximum temperature gradient for thermocline depth calculations. By contrast, the depth of an
isotherm is not bound to the grid spacing; an isotherm can well reside between two grid points in the
vertical and its depth can easily be found by linear interpolation of the gridded temperature field. Z20 is
a commonly used quantity to specify the depth of the Pacific equatorial thermocline, since it closely
matches the depth of the maximum vertical temperature gradient under modern climate conditions in
that region (e.g. McPhaden and Yu 1999, Harrison and Vecchi 2001, Fedorov and Philander 2001,
Timmermann et al. 2007, Steph et al. 2010). It should be noted that even though the HadCM3
experiment has a higher global mean temperature due to Pliocene boundary conditions, Z20 still
matches the depth of the maximum vertical temperature gradient in the equatorial Pacific.
3 Results and discussion
All models simulate an eastward net volume transport through the Panamanian gateway (i.e. from the
Pacific to the Atlantic). The invasion of relatively low-saline Pacific water into the Atlantic results in a
weakening of NADW formation and hence in a reduction of the AMOC.
Figure 1 displays the effect of an open Panama gateway on the depth of the Pacific tropical
thermocline (Z20). The models show a general deepening of the equatorial thermocline when the
seaway is open, except for the shallow-gateway UVIC runs and the MIT model. Z20 changes (i.e.
differences between model runs with open Panama gateway minus corresponding model runs with
closed isthmus) averaged over the Niño-3 region (150°W-90°W, 5°N-5°S) are plotted against AMOC
changes in Figure 2.
We first consider only those models that do not include wind-stress feedbacks. The graph shows that
models, which exhibit equatorial thermocline shoaling in response to an open Panamanian seaway
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(UVIC3sh, UVIC6sh, MIT), simulate only minor changes in the AMOC. In these models, the removal of
Pacific thermocline water by the upper-ocean outflow from the Pacific to the Atlantic leads to Pacific
thermocline shoaling (cf. Figure 6 in Sarnthein et al. 2009). In models that simulate larger AMOC
changes, Z20 increases in response to an open seaway (UVIC3in, UVIC6in, BREMIC/LSG). In these
cases, the effect of a weakened AMOC overcompensates the effect of Pacific thermocline water
removal through the gateway, i.e. reduced formation of deepwater in the northern North Atlantic leads
to a decrease in the volume of the “cold-water sphere” and, hence, to downward thermocline-shifts in
the global ocean (Huang et al. 2000, Goodman 2001, Cessi et al. 2004, Timmermann et al. 2005,
Haarsma et al. 2008, Lopes dos Santos 2010). We find that the change in Z20 scales almost linearly
with the change in AMOC as indicated by the regression line in Figure 2, i.e. the greater the reduction
in AMOC strength, the stronger the deepening of the Pacific equatorial thermocline. This result
strongly supports the hypothesis of Steph et al. (2010) which states that the Pliocene shoaling of the
equatorial Pacific thermocline was the result of a global oceanic adjustment in response to AMOC
amplification, which, in turn, was induced by the gradual closing of the Panamanian seaway.
The models with dynamic atmosphere (CCSM2, CCSM3, HadCM3, KCM and ECBILT-CLIO),
however, do not fit to this linear regression. In CCSM2, CCSM3, HadCM3 and KCM, the Z20
differences lie above the regression line calculated from the models without wind-stress feedback,
whereas the Z20 response in ECBILT-CLIO is relatively small given the large AMOC change (Figure
2). We note that basically the same picture emerges when plotting Z20 changes against percentage
AMOC changes instead of absolute AMOC changes (not shown). These findings suggest a substantial
modification of the AMOC-Z20 relationship through dynamical processes in the atmosphere and airsea coupling.
In order to further elucidate these processes, we plotted changes in equatorial zonal wind stress along
with changes in Z20 for CCSM2, CCSM3, HadCM3, KCM and ECBILT-CLIO (EC415 and EC700) in
Figure 3. In all models, weakening of the AMOC induced by an open Panamanian seaway causes
cooling of the Northern Hemisphere and warming of the Southern Hemisphere which, in turn, leads to
a southward shift of the Intertropical Convergence Zone (cf. Steph et al. 2006a, Lunt et al. 2008a,
Steph et al. 2010) and associated wind anomalies over the equatorial Pacific that are mostly easterly.
On timescales longer than that of equatorial adjustment, generally stronger easterlies result in an
increase in the mean depth of the equatorial Pacific thermocline (Vecchi et al. 2006, Vecchi and
Soden 2007). We propose that this wind-stress effect is likely to be responsible for the relatively large
central Pacific thermocline responses in CCSM2, HadCM3 and KCM (Figure 2). Only in the
easternmost region of the equatorial Pacific, the stronger easterlies tend to shoal the thermocline in
these models. In ECBILT-CLIO, however, the largest easterly wind-stress anomalies are found west of
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150°W (Figure 3). Such easterly wind-stress anomalies over the western Pacific tend to shoal the
equatorial thermocline in the central and eastern Pacific (Timmermann et al. 2007). Consequently, the
wind-stress response weakens rather than amplifies changes in the depth of the equatorial
thermocline in ECBILT-CLIO. In CCSM3, a westerly wind-stress anomaly west of 135°W tends to
move surface water into the Niño-3 region, leading to a substantial deepening of the thermocline in
that area. Nevertheless, it is worth noting that even those models that simulate an equatorial Pacific
thermocline deepening in the Niño-3 region in response to an open Panama gateway, do not
necessarily capture the thermocline deepening at the sites of the sediment cores from which Steph et
al. (2010) inferred their hypothesis (Figure 1).
The UVIC sensitivity experiments (Schneider and Schmittner 2006) further reveal the important effect
of vertical diffusivity on the Panamanian throughflow, the sensitivity of the AMOC, and the equatorial
Pacific thermocline. In both the shallow-gateway experiments (UVIC3sh, UVIC6sh) and the
intermediate-depth runs (UVIC3in, UVIC6in), stronger vertical mixing leads to a stronger eastward
throughflow (Table 1). This finding is consistent with the reasoning of Nof and Van Gorder (2003) who
showed that eastward flow through the Panamanian gateway depends on diapycnal mixing and/or
NADW formation, with NADW formation in turn being dependent on diapycnal mixing (e.g. Schneider
and Schmittner 2006). The UVIC runs further show that the gateway-induced AMOC changes are
stronger in the low-diffusivity runs than in the high-diffusivity experiments (despite smaller
Panamanian throughflow). This finding is consistent with earlier studies that suggested enhanced
stability of the AMOC to North Atlantic surface salinity perturbations with increasing vertical mixing
(Schmittner and Weaver 2001, Prange et al. 2003, Nof et al. 2007). As a result, the UVIC lowdiffusivity experiments (UVIC3sh, UVIC3in) exhibit a larger Z20 response than the corresponding highdiffusivity cases (UVIC6sh, UVIC6in).
4 Summary and conclusions
The major findings of our multi-model study can be summarized as follows:
(1) All model experiments with an open Panama gateway show an eastward Panamanian net
throughflow, leading to a reduction in NADW formation and hence AMOC strength compared to the
corresponding closed-Panama case.
(2) In the absence of wind-stress feedbacks, deepening of the equatorial Pacific thermocline induced
by an open Panamanian seaway scales almost linearly with the throughflow-induced reduction in
AMOC strength, i.e. a weaker (stronger) AMOC is associated with a deeper (shallower) equatorial
Pacific thermocline.
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(3) There are strong indications that wind-stress effects may amplify (CCSM2, CCSM3, HadCM3,
KCM) or weaken (ECBILT-CLIO) this thermocline deepening substantially, depending on the
longitudinal shape of the equatorial zonal wind anomaly. We note, however, that with its highly
simplified atmospheric component (quasi-geostrophic approximation), ECBILT-CLIO has to be
considered less reliable in simulating tropical dynamics than the comprehensive models CCSM2,
CCSM3, HadCM3 and KCM. Moreover, besides tropical air-sea momentum fluxes, tropical and extratropical surface heat and freshwater fluxes cannot be ruled out as drivers for equatorial thermocline
changes.
(4) The simulated volume flux of the Panamanian throughflow and the gateway’s impact on the AMOC
and the depth of the equatorial Pacific thermocline depend sensitively on the parameterization of
poorly constrained parameters like vertical diffusivity.
Taken together, the model results strongly support the hypothesis by Steph et al. (2010), which states
that intensification of the AMOC – induced by the progressive closure of the Panamanian seaway –
played a key role in the Pliocene shoaling of the equatorial Pacific thermocline. This thermocline
shoaling might have preconditioned the turnaround from a warm eastern equatorial Pacific to the
modern equatorial cold tongue state. The relationship between AMOC and equatorial Pacific
thermocline may also be relevant for the assessment of future changes in tropical climate dynamics.
The fate of the AMOC under anthropogenic warming may be crucial for the future development of the
Pacific equatorial thermocline and hence the characteristics of the El Niño/Southern Oscillation.
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Fig. 1. Effect of an open Panamanian seaway on global sea surface salinity (SSS): Difference in SSS (psu) between runs
with open and closed Panama gateway (i.e. open minus closed) in the various models. The depth of the seaway in the
different experiments is given in parentheses.
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Fig. 2. Effect of an open Panamanian seaway on the equatorial Pacific thermocline: Difference in the depth of the 20 °C
isotherm (Z20) between runs with open and closed Panama gateway (i.e. open minus closed) in the various models. The
blue box marks the Niño-3 region. The blue dots indicate the locations of sediment cores from which Pliocene tropical
thermocline shoaling has been inferred (Cannariato and Ravelo, 1997, Steph et al., 2006b, Steph et al., 2010 and Wara et
al., 2005). The depth of the seaway in the different experiments is given in parentheses.
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Fig. 3. Effect of an open Panamanian seaway on
the eastern equatorial Pacific thermocline and
AMOC strength. “Z20 difference” refers to the
difference in the depth of the 20 °C isotherm in the
Niño-3 region (i.e. averaged over the region
150°W–90°W, 5°N–5°S) between runs with open
and closed Panama gateway (i.e. open minus
closed), while “AMOC difference” refers to the
change in the North Atlantic overturning
streamfunction maximum (open minus closed) in
the various models. The dots mark models without
wind-stress feedback, whereas models that
include a dynamic atmosphere are marked by
stars. The regression line has been calculated by
only taking the models without wind-stress
feedback into account.

Fig. 4. Effect of an open Panamanian seaway on
equatorial Pacific thermocline depth and zonal windstress (both averaged over 5°N–5°S) in models that
include a dynamic atmosphere. “Z20 diff” refers to the
difference in the depth of the 20 °C isotherm between
runs with open and closed Panama gateway (i.e.
open minus closed), while “Zonal Wind Stress Diff”
refers to the change in equatorial Pacific zonal windstress (open minus closed) in the various models.
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Fig. 5. Effect of an open Panamanian seaway on global sea surface temperature (SST): Difference in SST (K) between runs
with open and closed Panama gateway (i.e. open minus closed) in the various models. The depth of the seaway in the
different experiments is given in parentheses.

2

Fig. 6. Effect of an open Panamanian seaway on tropical Pacific surface wind stress: Difference in surface wind stress (N/m )
between runs with open and closed Panama gateway (i.e. open minus closed) in the various models that include a dynamic
atmosphere. Note the different reference scale of HadCM3 experiment. The depth of the seaway in the different experiments
is given in parentheses.
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5. Summaries and Outlook
5.1 Summaries
This thesis focused on AMOC stability and climate responses to an altered AMOC through two
approaches: 1) freshwater forcing experiments in a state-of-the-art climate model with MIS3
background climate and 2) compare results from different climate models simulating Panamanian
Seaway's final closure during the early Pliocene, which might affect the AMOC strength and changed
global ocean circulation pattern. The first important objective is to study the AMOC stability property in
a colder background climate compare to present day (38 ka BP), since it was suggested that the
AMOC might in a more sensitive mode and have multiple equilibrium during cold stadial, which has
never showen in a state-of-the-art climate model. The second objective is to obtain a picture of global
climate footprint as response to freshwater forcing at the Nordic Seas. In such way, it is possible to
provide preferable locations for the AMOC reconstruction. More importantly, combning model
simulations and proxy records, insterstadial-stadial AMOC strength change was estimated. Questions
proposed in Chapter 1 are answered as below:
1) Is the AMOC in a multiple equilibrium state or a monostable state if we apply glacial
boundary conditions in a state-of-the-art coupled model through freshwater hosing/extraction
experiments?
According our CCSM3 freshwater hosing/extraction experiment results, the AMOC is in a monostable
mode during MIS3. The AMOC maximum showed a linear relationship to the freshwater forcing at the
Nordic Seas (Chapter 2). Larger positive freshwater injection caused a stronger deduction of the
AMOC and larger negative freshwater flux resulted in a more strengthened AMOC. The AMOC
strength changes occurred rapidly (less than 200 model years) within a range between +0.02 Sv and 0.02 Sv amount of freshwater input and there was obvious threshold behaviour of Northern
Hemisphere sea ice cover as response to freshwater perturbations. Consisting with previous model
studies, most of state-of-the-art climate model showed a monostable AMOC in hosing experiments
whereas most of the simpler models showed a bistable or multiple stable AMOC.
2) How does global climate system response to North Atlantic freshwater perturbation in such
model setups? Is glacial background climate able to improve the model results compare to
observations?
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As it was shown in chapter 2, the AMOC maximum responsed almost linearly to freshwater flux and a
larger freshwater flux into the North Atlantic generally caused a stronger global climate response.
Summarizing all the twelve freshwater tests, global climate was clearly in two different states. One is a
cold stadial state with profound extension of Northern Hemisphere sea ice and particular low surface
temperature at the North Atlantic. The other is a mild interstadial climate state with much less sea ice
and mild surface temperature. The relative unstable MIS3 baseline state showed an abrupt deduction
of the AMOC strength when freshwater injection exceeded a threshold (+0.02 Sv). As response to a
weakened AMOC, equator-to-pole heat transport was reduced as well and global surface temperature
showed a clear bipolar seesaw pattern, which was shown in both observations and model simulations
(e.g. Broecker 1998; Stocker 1998; Stocker and Johnson 2003). Deep convection was also shut down
when the freshwater exceeded +0.02 Sv and there was a great expansion of the sea ice cover at the
Nordic Seas during winter. Greenland temperature reduction in our simulation is consist with
observations during the D-O events and we suggest that Greenland surface temperature is primarily
controlled by Nordic Sea ice cover since an increasing of freshwater injection did not cause a further
cooling at Greenland. Lastly, we also observed other climate responses e.g. a southward shift of the
ITCZ and a strong subsurface warming in the North Atlantic, which were shown in many other hosing
experiments (e.g. Broccoli et al. 2006; Stouffer et al. 2006).
3) By applying statistical test, is it possible to locate areas, which are sensitive or even have
linear temperature responses to the AMOC strength variation, since such information is helpful
for the AMOC reconstruction? Are these statistical results consistent with observations?
Based on simulation and statistical results, the following surface areas showed strongest linear
relation between the AMOC strength change and temperature variation: North Atlantic and southern
Indian Ocean. This high temperature sensitivity to the AMOC change was also suggested by very
recent studies. On the other hand, most of the tropical areas did not show a linear regression.
Southern Atlantic and tropical Indian Ocean showed high linear relationship between ocean
temperature and the AMOC strength variations in the shallow layers in the ocean. This linear
regression spread to global ocean except mid-latitude Pacific at around 600m depth. And there was
strong subsurface warming in the North Atlantic as proxy records and model simulations suggested.
4) Is it possible to estimate the AMOC strength variations between cold stadial and warm
interstadial based on the simulations? Was the AMOC greatly deducted during the Heinrich
statial compare to interstadial?
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By combining proxy records and model simulations, the estimated change in the AMOC strength
between interstadial and stadial state is 10.4 +(-) 1.6 Sv in this study. Though the estimated error is
much smaller than previous study, more proxy records as well as model-data assimulation have the
potential to improve this estimation. With regard to AMOC deduction during the HE stadial, the
estimation error is quite large since proxy records are quite limited. The possibility of an active AMOC
cannot be ruled out based on this estimation.
5) How does the AMOC response to closure of the Panamanian Seaway?
All the models in the model comparison study showed an eastward Panamanian through flow that
leads to a reduction of the AMOC in the open Seaway circumstance (Steph et al. 2010) due to
freshwater transport from the Pacific to the Atlantic.
6) Does the Pacific thermocline show shoaling or deepening as response to the Seaway
closure? Is this shoaling/deepening model dependent? How does wind system involved in this
process?
A stronger AMOC was shown when the Seaway is closed and such increased circulation could cause
a shoaling of global thermocline and a northward shift of the ITCZ in all the models a result of oceanic
adjustment (Lunt et al. 2008; Steph et al. 2006; Steph et al. 2010). Wind stress feedback amplified the
change in thermocline depth in the Pacific when a dynamic atmosphere component was included in
the model; whereas models without a dynamic atmosphere showed an almost linear response of
thermocline shoaling to the strengthening of the AMOC.
5.2 Outlook
5.2.1 The AMOC stability during pre-industrial and MIS3
Our results strongly support the conclusion that the MIS3 baseline AMOC is possiblely monostable.
However, as it is shown in Chapter 2, the AMOC requires almost 1500 model years to reach an
equilibrium state. Such long integration was not performed under pre-industrial climate and freshwater
tests are also not presented. In this sense, it is difficult to compare the AMOC stability in a colder
climate to present day. The AMOC related study should involve its predictability and its possible
variations in the future. Hence, it would be ideal to perform pre-industrial control and freshwater
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hosing/extraction tests in CCSM3 with the same integration time so that the results would be
comparable and provide proper predictive information. Furthermore, the reanalysis and atmosphere
data from present day show a negative value of Fov (net freshwater import by the overturning
circulation in the Atlantic, e.g. Doblas-Reyes et al. 2009), indicating multiple equilibria of the AMOC,
which is controversy with most of the coupled model studies (e.g. Drijfhout et al. 2011). This could
either due to observation flaws or model deficiencies. Thus, more observations, especially from the
Southern Hemisphere can provide useful information to determine the AMOC stability in the future,
since a strong coupling of surface temperature at the North Atlantic and the Southern Ocean as well
as coupling of deep water formation between these two sides is shown.
5.2.2 The driving process of the AMOC
It is still not clear whether surface wind or thermohaline process is the dominant driver of the AMOC.
The AMOC is considered mainly thermohaline driven in this study since the model was forced with
freshwater forcing in ocean surface. In other circumstances, if the AMOC is wind dominated, its
strength should be quite sensitive to wind stress at the Southern Ocean. Sijp and England (2009)
showed an AMOC that strongly affected by the Southern Ocean winds whereas Rahmstorf and
England (1997) argued the effect of the wind field to the AMOC is only moderate. Hence, it is
preferable that we further perform sensitivity tests forced by both wind observations and fixed surface
wind field with long model integration time. Such sensitivity tests can provide information about how
strongly surface wind can affect the AMOC.
5.2.3 Boundary conditions in the model
The relation between the HEs and the AMOC strength was intensively studied in climate models;
however, there is no firm coherent change in the AMOC during the D-O cycles. Though Clark et al.
(2007) proposed that AMOC changes produced the D-O cycle during MIS3, it is still difficult to
distinguish the AMOC deduction during the HE stadials and non-HE stadials. Due to the fact that D-O
events were more profound during the early stage of MIS3 than the late stage and also background
climate has a great potential to affect the AMOC stability in the model. It would be helpful to perform
both baseline and freshwater forcing model simulations during the early, middle and late stage of
MIS3. In such a way, it is possible to study boundary condition effects within MIS3 e.g. solar forcing
and therefore distinguish the AMOC behaviour during the HE cycles and non-HE cycles.
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5.2.4 Threshold of the system
Our simulations showed threshold behaviour in the AMOC strength, the Northern Hemisphere ice
cover and Greenland temperature as response to freshwater flux between +0.01 Sv and +0.02 Sv. If
computational resource allows, it would be interesting to narrow down the threshold region, e.g.
performing experiments with +0.015 Sv freshwater injection, since it could provide information for the
AMOC reconstruction. In the mean time, such experiments care able to investigate the existence of
hysteresis behaviour in the AMOC in CCSM3.
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